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students offer
input about
campus plans
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^bama announces troop withdrawals
USD Professor of Middle East Politics Aboubakr Jamai responds

—————
ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITER

Less than two weeks after
President Obama's announce
ment of troop withdrawals from
Iraq, 12,000 U.S. servicemen and
women have already been given
a timetable to come home in the
next six months.
The plan states that all but
50,000 troops will return from
combat by Aug. 31, 2010. The
remaining troops will be part of
what Defense Secretary Robert
Gates calls "advisory and as
sistance brigades" as opposed to
"combat troops," according to
The New York Times.
Obama said these remaining

ELLIE FAULKNER
STAFF WRITFR
Campus planning is acommunity affair at USD. Development
meetings are held bimonthly and
attended in large part by members
of sororities and fraternities.
The latest meeting was an
opportunity for the staff in charge
of planning for the university's
architectural direction to gather
student input.
Faculty member Mitch Malachowski opened the forum by
asking, "What spaces on campus
do you like?" Many students ex
pressed their excitement about
the Student Life Pavilion. They
anticipate that it will be a terrific
gathering place for the commu
nity.
"I want to see changes to the
campus that make people want to
be on campus on the weekends,"
junior Kristin Disbro said.
Another
question
posed
to the students was, "Should
Camino, Founders and Maher
Halls be used exclusively for
classroom space instead of dou
bling as residential areas?" Most
in attendance were opposed to the
proposal. The ability to live close
to the classrooms was an experi
ence that most people enjoyed
during freshman year.
The discussion later turned
to Marian Way and whether the
road should be taken out to create
an entirely pedestrian campus.
A large grassy area or additional
dining options might be added in
its place. Some thought this was
another great way to build com
munity and make people want to
stay on campus. Others worried
about the loss of parking space
and whether this would slow
campus traffic.
After the discussion sopho
more Christina Lu said, "Our
campus needs more parking and
somewhere to eat 24/7." Ad
ditional parking was a popular
request at the meeting.
"Any space that can be used
to build community is something
that I would like to see on the
campus," sophomore Kendra
Osburn said.
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troops will return to the United
States upon the transition of op
erations from U.S. forces to Iraqi
Security forces, scheduled to take
place by the end of 2011.
This plan for withdrawal
comes as Iraq sees a significant
lull in violence. Although attacks
such as bombings and assassina
tions occur daily, the low number
of instances has made the U.S.
Military confident that Iraqi se
curity forces can now handle the
situation themselves.
The same cannot be said
about the situation in Afghani
stan, where violence has seen an
alarming increase over the past
See TROOPS, page 2

Falling in love with Paul Rudd and Jason Segel
KAITLIN PERRY
A&C EDITOR
Paul Rudd and Jason Segel,
stars of films
such as "The
40-Year-Old Virgin" and "Forget
ting Sarah Marshall" have a new
film coming out tomorrow about
"bromances."
"I Love You, Man" is a film
about a guy, played by Rudd, who
has no friends and needs to find a
best man for his upcoming wed
ding. He goes on a series of "man
dates" to find the one, and hits it
off with Segel's character. But
will his newfound bromance ruin
his relationship with his fiancee,
played by Rashida Jones?
Rudd and Segel discussed
their perfect man dates and other
equally intriguing things with col
lege students around the nation to
promote their new film.
Q: People are fas

cinated by the word "bromance."
What do you feel is so appealing
from a guy's point of view and
where did the inspiration come to
form this sort of relationship?
Jason Segel: I think it's a long
time coming that you've seen a
good male platonic comedy. And
that's what we're going for and
we got as close to the homoerotic
line as possible without crossing
it. Which I think we both found
comedic-ly satisfying.
Paul Rudd: It just seems to be the
word of the moment, bromantic,
because there have really been
films throughout the decade that
have fallen into that category, but
were never called bromantic.
JS: Oh, because it rhymes with
romantic.
Q: A bunch of the recent com
edies you guys are involved in
explore relationships between
guys. Do you think this kind of

SCOTT GARFIELD/PARAMOUNT PICTURES
romance genre is the new chick
flick for guys?
PR: A dick flick.
JS: Whoa.
PR: I like that even more than
bromantic. And I think that the

idea of guys who wear their hearts
on their sleeves is actually truer to
most of the male friendships that
I have.
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Word of the week:

Speech
(bias-motivated and otherwise)
I can safely say that I did not
consider myself Caucasian until
seventh grade. This realization
was the result of a middle-school
scuffle. A boy whose name and
face I have forgotten said some
words that I will never forget
and with a hateful scowl, called
me "white."
Until that point, my sense
of identity had been tied to my
mother's rich Mediterranean
culture. I was Sicilian-American,
a daughter of ancient vineyards
and Roman myths, comforted in
childhood by rounded women
and hand-filled cannoli. At the
age of 12, I had never consid
ered the idea that my heritage
could be boiled down to a word
meaning "the absence of color,"
Our society is rife with
conflict. We value free speech,
yet freely chosen words can be
used to inflict pain. Surely, we
reason, there ought to be some
limits to a freedom that can
cause extreme offense. It seems
that the simple and sufficient
solution is to make rules against
offensive words. What else can
we do? Well, for starters, we
can use speech rights to express
better speech and more of it.
The concept is worth a
try. It is my firm belief that all
people should be allowed as
much freedom as they desire
so long as they do not limit the
freedom of others. Allow the
ignorant and hateful their free
dom to use offensive words, and
know that you have freedom to
speak as well.
Bias-motivated speech may
be disheartening and upsetting,
but it does not cause physical
harm. There is no such thing as
the right not to be offended. 1
end up shaking in my moccasins
every time I hear about limits
on speech rights. This business
about bias incidents at USD
is beginning to frighten me as
well. The idea that we can end
hatred by propping up commit
tees and enforcing rules is naive
at best.
I looked up the official pa
perwork for reporting bias-mo
tivated incidents. I was shocked
to see that the form includes
space for the reporting student
to describe his or her feelings
about the incident. Since when
are feelings relevant to a crime
report? Perhaps a separate form,
which could be sent to the
Counseling Center, might be
more appropriate.
Bias incidents at USD are
troubling, but it is dangerous to
give up freedom in pursuit of
security. As Ben Franklin said,
"They who can give up essential
liberty to obtain a little tempo
rary safety, deserve neither
liberty nor safety." We allow
ourselves to get worked up, and
demand regulations on speech
when a better solution is clearrespond to bad speech with
good speech. I sincerely hope
that USD can develop a com
munity that allows all speech
and responds to it accordingly.

1780 Julius Caesar, Dictator of
the Roman Republic, is stabbed
to death by Marcus Junius Brutus,
Gaius Cassius Longinus, Decimus
Junius Brutus and several other
Roman senators on the Ides of
March.

1521
Ferdinand
Magellan
reaches the Philippines.

1762 The first St. Patrick's Day
parade is held in New York City.

1926 The first liquid-fuel rocket
is successfully launched by Pro
fessor Robert
Goddard at

1966 Off the coast of Spain in
the Mediterranean, the Alvin sub
marine finds a missing American
hvflmoRn hnmh

1931 Gambling is legalized in
Nevada.

1916 Albert Einstein publishes
his general theory of relativity.

1970 The first Earth Day procla
mation is issued by San Francisco
Mayor Joseph Alioto.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

1850 American Express is
founded by Henry Wells and Wil
liam Fargo.
1990 The biggest art theft in
U.S. history occurs at the Isabella
Stewart
Gardner
Museum in
Boston.

1895 Auguste and Louis Lumiere demonstrate the first motion
pictures using celluloid film in
Paris.

Days are numbered for Mirapoint
GMail will be the new e-mail service for USD students starting next fall
JOSH VERGARA

STAFF WRITER

Next fall, students on campus
will witness a change in their
e-mails. Instead of logging in on
the website through http://mail.
sandiegolfedu, students will have
to find their message on http://
toreromail.sandiego.edu.
While
the school is definitely moving
to make the Torero ubiquitous all
over campus, the change has a
much deeper impact
E-mail will have an entirely
different interface,complete with a
new chat client and capabilities to
connect to a calendar application.
These services are courtesy of the
new server and services that USD
has acquired from Google. All
student accounts will be migrated
over from the current Mirapoint
servers into the hands of Google.
Many students on the USD
campus already use Google Mail,
and its services include the GTalk
client that supports contact among
any GMail users, and it includes
full AIM capabilities. A full-fea
tured Calendar is also included.
Dubbed GCal, it allows for an
online calendar that can be synced
with event invitations sent through
e-mail - should a professor send
an e-mail to a student that includes
event details, the information will
automatically be logged in to the
appropriate date and time within
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the calendar. And finally,
the
mobile services of Google will
be available as well - students
will be able to check their e-mails
and calendar events through their
mobile phones. Phones with data
plans will be able to download
small programs from Google for
these services.
Alumni are not left out,
either - alumni accounts under
the GoOgle servers will now be
available for life. With all of these
benefits in mind, the Information
Technology Services Department
has worked to bring these services
to the students, which it believes
will make their lives easier.
The work will also become
lighter for the people that take
care of the e-mail servers. Rik
Knuff and Zach Thawley, both
System Administrators in the IT
Department, are responsible for
the e-mail system on campus.
With Mirapoint, they have been
able to bring a robust and useful

BETA
messaging network on campus;
with this new change, the partner
ship between the campus system
administrators and Google will
bring perks that have been much
needed.
"Perhaps the most important
change is in regards to the big
amount of space that will now be
available for students," Thawley
said. A common problem, as the
administrators stated, involved the
quotas getting filled way too easily
on the current Mirapoint servers.
While the space for Mirapoint has
been a rather low 250 megabytes
of storage, the Google services
will be able to store over seven
gigabytes of mail. That's over 25
times the original amount of space
that students have been able to uti
lize up until this point.
This change towards Google
Mail has been in the works for
over a year, with the concessions
between the campus and the
major electronic company being

discussed and negotiated over.
While Google hosts mail for edu
cational institutions for free, the
work being done to migrate all the
accounts over is done by a third
party - which is a paid service.
Third party spam filters are also
employed by IT. According the
Rik, the long run cost is the same
as the cost to maintain Mirapoint and the administrators do not have
as much control, either.
"Obviously, the control that
we have over the mail system is
now limited," said Knuff. "While
in the past we were able to track
the path of an email over the
system, now we just have to trust
the guys at Google that they will
route everything to the right places
without problems."
At least they are good with the
whole 99 percent uptime thing,"
Thawley chimed. "And we've
been able to keep the 'sandiego.
edu' domain at the end of every
account. That's one win for USD.
All that really matters though are
these numerous new features that
will be available."
Students will be able to enjoy
all of these benefits of the Google
Mail services by the upcoming
fall semester. The work is already
being done, as accounts are al
ready gradually being migrated
into Google's servers. Come fall,
everyone will officially be a part
of the new Torero Mail.

Plan to increase troops in Afghanistan raises questions
TROOPS, continued
two years. The U.S. Military
has been asking for an influx of
combat troops and resources to
help fight the escalating violence
against U.S. and NATO forces.
With the announcement of
troop withdrawals from Iraq, the
demands from the ground com
manders in Afghanistan will soon
be met, but not without drawing
sharp criticism from both sides of

the political spectrum and possibly
an increasing number of Taliban
supporters.
USD Professor of Middle
Eastern Politics Aboubakr Jamai
stresses that an increase in troop
levels is necessary in Afghanistan.
The presence of more U.S. troops
in the region would offset the Tali
ban's renewed popularity amongst
victims of violence, poverty, cor
ruption and political unrest.
Supporters believe the Tali-

ban would bring the rule of law
back to the country, once again
holding people accountable for
crimes committed. "The United
States needs to regain the Afghan
trust to prove that a democratic so
ciety is possible,". Jamai said. "A
democracy that employs Shari'a
[Islamic] Law, which is what the
people want, while upholding
human and women's rights."
Critics of the plan argue that
the United States will be "bled to

death" as the Soviet Union was
for a decade during its invasion of
Afghanistan.
Jamai said, "We are not there
to invade, but to finish our fight
against global terror and leave
Afghanistan with a working gov
ernment, economy and society
at peace." Other critics of the
Afghan surge argue that the United
States is in no economic state to
be waging a new war with an ever
growing budget deficit.
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Participating students enjoy the ride from Mission Beach to school.

TREE club cuts down on carbon and spins to school
Bike to School Days are among club's efforts to promote sustainability at USD
OLIVIA BURD
STAFF WRITFR
Thanks to TREE club, stu
dents are warming up to car-free
commuting. This group of stu
dents, mostly upperclassmen, is
making a name for itself with Bike
to School Days. They have al
ready organized two this semester,
where students rode together from
Mission Beach to school. The
group claims that transparency re
garding on-campus recycling was
accomplished partly due to their
efforts. TREE club aims to keep
the university accountable for the
slogan, "Be Blue go Green."
The club wants to "eradicate
apathy that is pervasive on the
campus," said President of the
club, Simona Capisani. "We start
ed last semester trying to get rid
of the one-person-one-car culture
at USD." She recalls that the year
before she came to USD there was
a tram from Mission Beach up to
school, but that it went in an ineffi
cient circle and was at some point
shut down.
Capisani wants to revive the
tram service along with a more
efficient route to promote alterna
tive transportation. She encour
ages the entire USD community
to ride bikes, carpool or take the
bus system. "It's fun, easy and a
healthy thing," she said. The club
has also been petitioning in an
effort to secure more bike racks.
"It's a really receptive time to start
these changes," she said.

In addition to the new recyclefriendly trashcans around campus,
the club has an organic garden in
the works that will most likely be
located outside the laundry rooms
in the Valley's Mission Cross
roads. Other future plans include
a Farmer's Market that will come
to campus once a month with a
guaranteed profit to the farmers:
whatever produce students do not
purchase, the university will buy
for Dining Services to use in our
meals.
If the Farmer's Market is suc
cessful, it could open up to the
community of Linda Vista. "Com
munities that aren't as well off can
support local farmers. They can
eat healthier and more sustain
able," Capisani said.
Capisani
works
closely
with other environmentally likeminded leaders around campus in
a group called the Environmental
Network, which meets informally
every other Thursday on the patio
behind the IPJ.
They discuss upcoming green
projects with representatives from
AS Sustainability, Campus Recre
ation and CASA."So that they're
not duplicating efforts," Greg
Zackowski said. Zackowski is the
Executive Director of the Hahn
University Center and leader of
the Fresh Air Club.
The Fresh Air Club consists
of about 50 faculty and staff that
use the coaster, train or bike to get
to work. He says there are "secret"
showers around campus, which
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faculty can use after biking to
work or whenever necessary, but
that not many professors know
about them. Now at employee
orientation, "every full-time em
ployee is told where local showers
are," Zackowski said.
The Fresh Air Club is col
laborating with TREE Club to
co-sponsor another Bike to School
Day on April 21, the Tuesday of
Earth Week. The department with
the most faculty members riding
to school will win a prize. There
is a Bike to School Day on March
24.
Another event planned for
Earth Week is a farmer's market
in front of the UC, which is the
test-run for the Farmer's Market
next year, and a mini Earth Fair
on Thursday, or a "Living in Har
mony Day." Prizes from the Earth
Fair last year included Zip Car,
which is now on campus.
The University Committee on
Sustainability is also taking big
steps to lessen our carbon foot
print. "The biggest impact is the
way that students and faculty get to
school," Zackowski said. "Person
ally I don't think the tram should
run during the day." Zackowski
and Capisani are promoting a cul
ture of wanting to walk and bike.
"This is just a small part of what
we are trying to do on campus,"
Capisani said. "The more we
spread this awareness, the bigger
the projects are going to be, you
can be an active participant in the
choices that you make."

ABOVE: TREE members pose for a photo. BELOW: Senior Peter
Prentiss shows off his wheels.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
MAR 6-14
March 6

Location: JOAN B. KROC INSTITUTE
FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
At 6:25 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a male subject
acting suspiciously. Upon investigation, the
individual was contacted, identified as a
commuter student and had been looking for
personal property he had left in that area at
an earlier time. There were no items miss
ing from the area

March 7

Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA

The Department of Public Safety re
ceived a report of a bias-motivated state
ment that was directed at two resident stu
dents at approximately 1:30 a.m., but was
not reported until 10:30 ajn. The incident
involved a homophobic statement, and was
said by an individual who was with a group
of other resident students and non-students.
Public Safety worked in conjunction with
Residential Life and was able to identify
the individuals involved with the incident.
The resident students involved have been
referred to Student Affairs.

March 8

Location: PHYSICAL PLANT ADMIN
At 7:59 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a male subject that
was observed jumping over a fence. Upon
investigation, the individual was contacted,
identified as a non-student and advised that
he was not welcome on campus. The indi
vidual was served a No Trespass Order. The
Department of Public Safety encourages and
appreciates "Community on Patrol" activi
ties such as reporting all suspicious behavior
in a timely manner.
Location: MAHER HALL
Between the hours of 12:30 p.m. and
10:30 p.m. an unknown individual(s) bur
glarized two residences in Maher Hall. The
suspect(s) entered the residences through
windows that had been left unsecured and
had taken various electronic equipment
belonging to the residents of each room.
Several other screens on the fourth floor of
the building were found pushed in. SDPD
was contacted and responded to the scene.
SDPD was able to lift several fingerprints
from both areas. The Department of Public

Safety is currently conducting a follow up
investigation regarding these incidents.

March 10

Location: MISSIONS A AREA
At 7:15 a.m. a University of San Diego
resident student reported suspicious circum
stances involving a common area window
screen being found removed, and the
window open of her 2nd floor Missions A
residence. The student, and her roommate,
had heard movement and what sounded
like kissing noises in their common area
between midnight and 12:30am, but did not
immediately report the situation to Public
Safety.
Public Safety officers responded to the
scene immediately following notification of
the incident, and arranged for a window lock
to be installed on the residents' window. A
follow up investigation is currently being
conducted.

March 13

Location: PUBLIC SAFETY
At 2:05 D.m. the Denartment of Public

permit. Upon inves
tigation, a commuter
student had left the cover of
his convertible down, leaving his permit
unsecured. When the student later returned
to his vehicle, his permit was missing. There
were no other items missing.

March 14

Location: WEST KIOSK
At 4:48 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a stolen sign.
Upon investigation, an unknown individual
had removed a sign from the vicinity of the
West Kiosk (approximate value $7.50) that
belonged to a visiting group on campus.
Location: SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA
At 11:44 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of vandalism to a
fire hose cabinet. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual(s) had shattered the
glass cabinet containing a fire hose that was
within a residence hall. General Services
was contacted to remove the broken glass
and repair the cabinet.

AS Director of Concerts reveals big
budget for spring music festival
ing help from 10 volunteers who
are musically in-the-know of the
latest bands and trends in the in
dustry.
This semester, the director
He has also been taking stu
of concerts at USD has decided
dent suggestions, and had a booth
to throw a spring music festival,
set up at the spring'sAlcala Bazzar
featuring local and national
to get an idea of what students
up-and-coming artists. This is
want. He has been in contact with
a night of music and festivities
different agencies nationally to try
put on by the students for the
and get the "right type" of band al
students. It will take place in the
lowed to play at an event.
Jenny Craig Pavilion and right
Getting
outside
at
USD to ap
Egan Plaza
prove of a band
on April 26.
"Because USD is a Catholic university, it
has been one
Current
ly Tom Nash,
has been hard trying to convince them to of the larger
problems
the director
let certain controversial bands play here." Nash has been
of concerts,
dealing with
is finalizing
-Nash
because
he
the line-up
cannot get the
for the night.
AS has allotted Nash $60,000 administration to relax their poli
The bands that he has chosen to
bid for are all local and national to work with for the event, which cies. "Because USD is a Catholic
up-and-coming talents; genres Nash stated was a "good hunk of university, it has been hard trying
include rock 'n' roll, country, money to pay for the talents." He to convince them to let certain
reggae, hip-hop and electronic. plans to use this money wisely, controversial bands play here,
He has also decided to get a DJ hiring between 10-15 bands, each most of which they've denied."
One band that Nash has con
to play between sets and outside given a 30-60 minute window of
playing time depending on the firmed is "The New Archaic,"
at the Egan plaza event.
Outside at the Egan plaza, size and credibility of the band. He which has one of USD's student,
Nash wants to feature venues hopes to announce the full line-up Tolan Shaw, and already seems to
have acquired a good following
of political organizations, food right after Spring Break.
Nash has been in search of the here on campus. Be on the look
booths, artwork from USD stu
dents as well as a live art dem "perfect" bands since the start of out for the announcement of the
the semester. He has been receiv night's line-up coming soon.
onstration.
NICOLE WIEDEMANN
•STAFF WRITFR

FLICKR.C0M/P0RT OF SAN DIEGO

The whale was spotted last week and has remained in the Harbor.

A gray whale of a visitor
RUBIN RESNICK

mate in Baja California during the
winter and migrate towards Alaska
for the summer.
An increasing number of
Officials from the U.S. Coast
San Diego residents and wildlife Guard and the U.S. National
enthusiasts have been following Marine Fisheries Service have
the gray whale that recently swam been closely monitoring the whale
into the San Diego Bay. Last week, and have instructed other boaters
there were multiple reported sight to maintain a 100-yard distance
ings of the marine mammal, but from the animal.
it has kept a low profile since this
The situation is problematic
past weekend.
because officials do not want to
The approximately 30-foot- force the whale back into the
long whale has been described as open sea; this course of action
younger than a typical juvenile of might cause additional stress to
its species, making it around one the animal further complicating its
to two years old. Due to its age, it migration. For now, the USCG is
has been assumed that the whale forced to take a passive role, only
is on its own for the first time and preventing other humans from
most likely lost its way during interacting with or inadvertently
migration. Typically, gray whales injuring the animal.
STAFF WRITER

The venue for this event has
a maximum capacity of $4,000.
The ideal student participation at
an event like this is one quarter
of the student body, which means
Nash hopes to get around 1,600
USD students to buy tickets.
Ticket prices for USD students
will be $10 and $25 for the general
public- which is how AS plans to
get some of their $60,000 back to
go towards future concerts.
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Women's Center rocks Women's History Month
Center celebrates women in the workplace throughout March
JOSH VERGARA
STAFF WRITFR

Every March is dedicated
to the history of womanhood in
America, and the University of
San Diego follows through with
the celebrations on campus. This
year, the theme of the month is in
regards to "Women and the En
vironment" - fitting for a campus
that is gradually making strides to
wards "going green" and is made
up of a primarily female student
body and a staff that has furthered
the position of women in admin
istration. Student Affairs Vice
President is Carmen Vazquez, and
the President of the university is
Mary Lyons. As such, the Wom
en's Center looks to spotlight and
celebrate the success that women
have achieved in various positions
within both the student body and
in administration.
Despite being halfway through
March already, there are still many
different events going through the
end of March that will bring to
light not just the accomplishments
but the challenges that still exist.

According to the Director of the
Women's Center Erin LovetteColyer the most important event
has been kept for last. At the end
of March, a discussion panel will
be put together regarding the very
theme itself. The panel will con
sist of different
USD staff and
faculty, includ
ing Communi
cation Studies
Professor Gina
Lew, the first
Asian
Ameri
can
reporter
and anchor in
San Diego that
gave the first
live remote in San Diego from
out of state. She knows well the
challenges of working in a hectic
newsroom environment, female
or not. Dean of Arts and Sciences
Mary Boyd will also join the dis
cussion. Two alumnae will also be
a part of the panel, Anita Mahaffey
and Emilie Hersh. All are invited
to this and each prior event, which
includes a screening of the movie
"Iron Jawed Angels," as well as

a public speaking event that will
explore the "Hooking-Up" culture
of college campuses.
These events serve dual pur
poses - to celebrate the progress
that has been made on campus in
terms of the woman's position in

"Despite having a primarily female campus, it
is not a reason to believe that a place such as
[the Women's Center] is not needed"

the workplace and to call attention
the challenges that they still face.
"There have been many
strides over the years to call at
tention to gender issues," said
Lovette-Colyer. Lovette-Colyer,
previously known for her work
in the United Front Multicul
tural Center last year, moved to
the Women's Center this year to
become its director. The center
has been around since 1986, and

SIBC promotes ethics in business
JOSH VERGARA
STAFF WRITFR

"Peace Through Commerce." Such
is the mission statement of the Student
International Business Council, headed
by a group of students looking to bring a
better sense of ethical business practices
to the University of San Diego. With the
power of the students, the SIBC looks to
use its expertise in the world of commerce
to bring a sense of peace to the world. This
could be through marketing, microfinance,
and entrepreneurism.
Gabe Nakashima, one of the members
on the SIBC Executive Board, gave insight
into this organization that students outside
of the business major may not quite know
very well.
Founded in 2002 on the University
of San Diego campus, the organization's
beginnings date back to the late 1980s. It
was originally a part of the Notre Dame
campus, where today it houses not just the
student run organization, but also another
partner geared towards the alumni - this
organization is simply the International
Business Council.
The appeal of the SIBC at the time
came from its commitment towards proj
ects that helped to further developments
in poor areas of the world. In an effort to
ensure that the means were as dedicated as
the end, the SIBC grew to become a home
for future business executives that looked
to perform and promote peace through
their craft.
Nakashima outlined the USD chapter's
mission statement in a very similar fashion.
"We want to develop leaders that will go
on to play a fundamental role in peace,"
he said. "[We look] to teach the reputable
way to do business, in a very responsible
manner."
The mission of the SIBC can be felt
throughout their continued efforts to sup
port organizations around the San Diego
County that focus on community and
those in need. To date, the organization has
partnered with the San Diego Padres and
the Southern Sudanese Community Center.
With the Padres, the SIBC has further ex
tended the outreach that both continuously
make to the local communities.
As for the Southern Sudanese Com
munity Center, their goal as a non-profit
organization is to provide shelter and edu
cation to refugees that have fled from the
conflicts plaguing Sudan. The Business
Council definitely keeps its worldly goals

was originally a student-run orga
nization. When the United Front
Multicultural Center was created,
students were strongly in favor of
making a separate center wholly
for bringing awareness of gender
issues. Thus, the Women's Center
was formed.
"Despite
having a pri
marily female
campus," said
Lovette-Colyer,
"it is not a
reason to believe
-Lovette-Colyer that a place such
as [the Women's
Center] is not
needed."
She
outlined the struggles that the
center still fight for, as well as
its goals. The Women's Center
holds a very strong relationship
with the Wellness Center, and
together they work to bring more
awareness towards the problem
of domestic violence and sexual
assault. Essentially, the work put
into celebrating the accomplish
ments of women will be a gateway
towards Sexual Awareness Week,

in mind, and that can be seen through their
collaborations with groups such as these.
A project that is more current involves
the Guayaki Yerba Mate drinks that may
soon become a mainstay in stores all around
campus. These drinks are organic and
made from fully natural ingredients, and
are distinguishable by their Snapple-like
bottles with orange-yellow labels - and as
the label states, the drink has all the natu
ral caffeine of coffee, but adds many other
health benefits. This sounds very fitting of
the University of San Diego campus, but
that is not all - this drink has a very storied
history behind it.
"The Guayaki project is definitely one
of the bigger things we are currently work
ing on," said Nakashima. "This company's
main purpose is to help restore the rainfor
ests in South America. They help to teach
farmers down in that part of the world a
more sustainable way of farming, where
they do not have to cut down the trees."
As such, the company would teach
the farmers new methods of their craft,
and promote the planting of Yerba Mate
plans, which would then be manufactured
in also a sustainable fashion and sold on
the mainstream market. The proceeds from
each and every bottle sold would then be
put towards not just a fair trade price for
the farmers, but also towards continued
efforts to maintain the rainforests in South
America. On campus sales will provide
funding for USD students to travel to those
parts in South America and learn about the
situation and how to help.
This is a prime example of the outreach
that the SIBC extends to companies and
communities alike. In this current world
riddled with bad business practices and un
ethical markets, the Student International
Business Council is one mainstay that will
continue building leaders hoping to buck
the trend. With their efforts, emerging lead
ers will be able to make their name in the
world without having to employ question
able methods.
And through it all, those leaders will
continue to work for and remember the mis
sion of peace. Peace through commerce.
"The SIBC greatly enhances your col
lege experience," Nakashima said. "My
involvement has brought me to places like
Italy for leadership conferences, and the
tools that you learn, whether for intern
ships or for leading organizations, are all
important. My experience [here] would not
have been what it is without five Student
International Business Council."

which will begin on April 20.
More long-term goals include
the implementation of a Gender
Studies major and a larger base of
student support. Currently, there is
a Gender Studies minor that spe
cializes in cross-curriculum stud
ies with various departments. The
department is in its earliest stages
and still has more room to grow.
As far as student support goes, the
center is continuing the long work
of crossing the gender line. Mem
bers of the center agree that as it
grows, the student base should as
well. This would include bringing
members of not just male genders,
but ensuring the representation of
various diverse cultures.
Thus is the purpose of the
work being put into this year's
Women's History Month. "We are
looking to create awareness and
education through change," said
Lovette-Colyer. Her hope is that
just by bringing forth all of these
events and making known the
power of women both on and off
campus, the importance and the
voice of the Women's Center will
further grow.

CLASSIFIEDS

Mission Beach House for rent.
Furnished. 2 Bedroom/2 Bath. 2 Car
Garage. Washer/dryer. Oceanside.
Available 9/1/09 for the academic year.
$1700/month. Utilities not included.
$2000 security deposit. Contact
pla615@sbcglobal.net or Pat at 925-9436727

Neuner Retirement Services Team of
Wachovia Securities is hiring interns. If
you are interested in gaining experience
in the marketing and financial services
industry, send your resume to jonathan.
tucker@wachoviasec.com
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A new breed of segregation arises in school
BEN ZVAIFLER

STAFF WRITFR

Deja vu or
just insanity?
Two weeks ago I started
off this very column with a
quote from Einstein; something
along the lines of insanity being
defined as doing the same thing
over and over again and expect
ing different results. Remem
ber?
Sitting here, two weeks
later, I'm starting to get the
weird feeling of deja vu—I'm
starting to feel a little bit
insane—because here I am, once
again infuriated enough with
insurance giant American Insur
ance Group that I'm writing yet
another column about their atro
cious greed and lack of gratitude
to the American taxpayer for is
suing them billions of dollars in
federal bailout money.
Now, I know all of you read
and memorized my last column
because it was just such a sheer
stroke of genius, but in ease the
week long forget-fest that is
Spring Break has left your shortterm memory a little fried allow
me to recap. Two weeks ago AIG
received the third installment
of its now $170 billion bailout.
This came just weeks after AIG
had posted a fourth court profit
of negative $60 billion and just
months after AIG was caught
using hundreds of thousands of
those bailout dollars on lavish
retreats and executive hunting
trips. And after getting all of my
frustration out onto the page, I
admittedly felt better, ready to
relax for a week of long nights
and even longer mornings.
But Monday, just weeks
after hearing more about AIG
than I cared to, I was confronted
with a myriad of front page
headlines about none other than
AIG. How could this be, was this
some nightmare? Was I stuck in
a Bill Murray Groundhog Day
scenario?
It turns out I wasn't; AIG
had just re-defined stupidity and
greed. Monday it was discov
ered that AIG had spent $165
million on "retention" bonuses
for 73 of its executives. 73 ex
ecutives, 73 fat old men—11 of
whom no longer even work for
AIG—received $1 million or
more in bonuses. The company
that had begged for a bailout
to avoid bankruptcy is now
spending that bailout money on
bonuses.
President Obama responded
to the news Monday, saying he
would use "every legal avenue
available to make sure those bo
nuses were recovered." He also
went on to say that the careless
ness and greed demonstrated by
AIG was appalling.
A college senior, who has
eaten nothing but Ramen noo
dles and peanut butter for four
years, and has a future of paying
back college loans ahead of him,
can't help but agree with the
president; the greed and careless
abandonment of morality dem
onstrated by these fat old men is
nothing short of insane.

Opinion Editor: Ryan Plourde
rplourde@usdvista.com

The economic downfall that
has been plaguing America over
the past several months has af
fected all aspects of society. Issues
ranging from rising levels of un
employment to overseas affairs
have been gripping the nation's at
tention of late. Amidst the turmoil
of economic uncertainty another
controversial issue has emerged,
school segregation.
With millions of Americans
out of work, pressure has been
placed on the government to
strengthen their stance on illegal
immigration, with many advo
cating an expedited deportation
process.
The spotlight on the immigra
tion debate has refocused attention
to a masked problem that rarely
gets consideration. This problem
is the de facto segregation in
public schools across the nation
due to the ever-rising rates of nonEnglish speaking children.
On Sunday, March 16 the
New York Times published an
article, entitled "Educating im
migrants: a collision course," that
extensively analyzed the segrega
tion of English as a Second Lan
guage students from the majority
of students in public schools. The
article states that "1 in 10 of all

those enrolled in public school
are English learners, a 60 percent
increase from 1995 to 2005."
With this enormous number
of students learning English
in public schools teachers and
school officials often create spe
cial classes and programs tailored
to the needs of the children, much
of who are probably here illegal
ly. This issue has raised concerns
about funding for the children,
especially in an economic period
that has seen several school budget
cuts and unemployed teachers.
Communities across America
have been up in arms against cre
ating programs for these students
who are seeking the right to edu
cation. With immigration under
harsh criticism and school budget
cuts at an all time high, minority
non-English speaking students
seem to be facing the wrath of an
angry, broke U.S. population.
But throwing children who do
not speak English in a classroom
where they cannot understand
the teacher or assignments will
simply cause an increase in drop
out rates and failed standardized
test scores, which consequently
leads to more budget cuts for
those schools.
While civil right advocates
half a century ago fought to place
racial and ethnic groups together,
the inverse has now become

equally important. Without spe
cial programs for English learn
ers of all ages we cannot expect
immigrants and their children to
succeed within our society. Too
often the ESL students are bom
barded with information in order
to pass a standardized test, and
they are not given the opportunity
to reach their potential.
We seem to treat immigrants
as if they are somehow inad
equate, unintelligent or in some
way not worthy of our nation.
This mindset was born with the
first wave of immigrants that
reached the shores of Ellis Island
nearly 100 years ago, and contin
ues on to this day.
We were once a nation that
took in the tired and the poor
searching for freedom, but as we
have evolved it seems as though
this ideal is only good enough for
those of us who are born Ameri
cans. Illegal immigration is going
to continue to be a hot button issue
for years to come, but the least we
can do is provide for the children
who are already here.
Without special help and ser
vices in our schools and commu
nities, the non-English speaking
children are going to continue to
fall by the wayside, perpetuating
a cycle that exists within America
that does not allow freedom for
millions.
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Obama reverses Bush's stem cell research ban
CARLY STUDER

STAFF WRITFR

Science fiction fans and
conservatives alike, start your
engines. President Barack
Obama has overturned
former President George
Bush's stem cell research
limitations.
In 2001, Bush disal
lowed
government
funding
for
new
embryonic
stem
cell lines. Stem cell
lines are families of
continually dividing
cells used in stem
cell research.
There were 21
lines that had al
ready been created,
but there are hun
dreds of other lines
that can be studied.
T o have suc-

cessful research results scientists
need diversity so they can look
at an array of different genetic
mutations.
The new possible lines would
include such diseases and disor
ders as Parkinson's. By having
a chance to analyze different
lines, researchers might be able
to help up to 100 million Ameri
cans according to the Coalition
for the Advancement of Medical
Research. A better understanding
of normal cell development will
allow us to understand and per
haps correct the errors that cause
many medical conditions.
Obama's overturning of
Bush's ban could not have come
sooner. Embryonic stem cell re
search is not homicidal, as many
individuals believe. The embryos
used for research are from fertil
ity clinics and were for fertility
treatment. Not all embryos can
be used as they do not have the
potential
to be

fertilized and would otherwise
be thrown out. These embryos,
which could possibly be up to
400,000 nationwide, will be dis
carded if not given for research
purposes. When Obama signed
the executive order, he stated that
the government has had "a false
choice between sound science
and moral values."
People believe that stem cell
research is murder, but really it is
the opposite; stem cell research
can save lives. This is not a moral
issue, just as other forms of medi
cal research are not.
One other concern associated
with this executive order is that it
could lead to cloning. However,
Obama reassured that this is not
the case and that he believes clon
ing is morally wrong. This order
also allows federal researchers
and privately funded researchers
to be able to work together and
receive information from one
another. Research will be faster,
more efficient, and potentially
help save lives.
Stem cell research has
always been, and will continue
to be a controversial subject.
But with the medical advances
that can potentially come out
of stem cell research, it is hard
to argue with Obama's newest
chapter in the stem cell saga.
With the ability to now study
more stem cell lines, scientists
across the nation can move for
ward with their potentially lifesaving research.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Obama sanctions 17,000 more ineffective troops Letter to
JESSE AIZENSTAT
STAFF WRITFR
As President Obama's ap
proval rating continues to bob
at a convincing 55 percent, it
would seem foolish for a high
school dropout-turned-The Vista
columnist to criticize him over
Afghanistan. But what the heck.
It's college: People should be ex
perimenting.
So you had a good Spring
Break? Go home? Mexico? One
thing 1 enjoyed was throwing the
charismatically broken readings
from my philosophy class under
my bed and walking down the
street to pick up a crisp copy of
Newsweek. And how about that
Fareed Zakaria? In his recent ar
ticle, "A Turnaround Strategy,"
he almost perfectly articulates
the Obama plan for Afghanistan.
"Ahh," I said while lounging on

my couch, "relevance."
Obama and Zakaria agree:
Our most important mission this
year in Afghanistan is securing the
civilian population. Thus, Obama
has decided to send 17,000 more
combat soldiers. Taking a page out
of Gen. Petraeus' Iraq counterinsurgency manual, our troops are
now to live, work and support local
communities. Obama and Zakaria
agree: the Karzai reign in Kabul
is corrupt and weak, therefore we
should look to create something
like a pre-Soviet environment:
"a legitimate central government
... with local allies throughout
the country." I mean, who could
argue?
Well, me. I'm having a hard
time with this strategy because it
suggests that our predominantly
Western coalition understands
a culture that has spent the past
thousand years breaking the yoke

of foreign invaders. Unlike Iraq,
Afghanistan is mostly rural. Did
you know that it costs twice as
much to support a brigade in Af
ghanistan as it does in Iraq? Resupplying our conventional army
in this craggy, Taliban-ridden ter
rain makes Iraq look easy.
Another another main differ
ence between Iraq and Afghani
stan is that Afghanistan has no
major outside review source. I
almost fell off my couch when I
read Zakari's "The Kabul govern
ment ... has virtually no revenue
sources other than foreign aid."Yet
last August, U.S. Defense Secre
tary Robert Gates approved a $20
billion package doubling the size
of the Afghan National Security
Forces. Remember, Afghanistan's
main legal revenue is a copper
mine that's profitability has been
put into question by the global
economic meltdown. So who is

going to pay for this bolstered
Afghan force? U.S. taxpayers?
Finishing Zakari's article,
I was left with the same bitter
taste of the Bush years. Haven't
we learned yet that sending more
troops to a nationalist Muslim
country creates more problems
than it solves?
Looking ahead, it's important
that the U.S. continues to support
the Afghan people in both security
and development. This, however,
doesn't mean that U.S. taxpayers
should be responsible for funding
an Afghan police state. Small proj
ects that are able to provide basic
services can go a long way toward
winning "hearts and minds."
If filling the Afghan coun
tryside with Western troops was
the answer, then the Soviets, with
more than a half-million troops,
would have done it back in the
1980s.
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Apathy among students may lead to low voter turnout in AS elections
College students have long
borne the label of the apathetic
youth. They are seen as beer
drinking, homework shirking,
slacktivist ingrates. The As
sociated Students' Election is
being held from March 23 to
March 24. It represents just
one more opportunity for the
student body to rise up and
bust the stereotype by getting
out to vote. But let's face it, we
probably won't.
According to their Mis
sion Statement, "The Associ
ated
Students' Leadership
Team serves University of San
Diego Undergraduates as of
ficial student representatives
who promote opportunities for
growth and expression, address
student issues, and enrich a di
verse, inclusive, and engaged
community."
Notorious for our lack of
school spirit and too-cool-forschool attitude, the USD stu
dent body does not count the
cost when we pass up the op
portunity for important student
input. Students are more en

gaged in surfing and skateboards
than campus politics.
This should come as a sur
prise considering the amount of
publicity surrounding elections.
AS sends out campus-wide emails, posts flyers
and even
spreads the information via Facebook. "We do everything we can
to get the word out," AS Director
of Elections Brittany Berg said.
According to AS Vice Presi
dent of Marketing Andrew Wood
bury, just over 700 students voted
in last year's general election.
Though that number represents
just under 14 percent of the un
dergraduate student body, he said
that last year's voter turnout was
the best he has seen in his years of
involvement with AS.
Congrats, voting is going up
but really USD, is that the best we
can do?
It is not certain that the prob
lem is apathy. Perhaps students
are really uninformed about elec
tions despite the grand efforts of
AS. Maybe the problem is forgetfulness or maybe students choose
to abstain if they don't personally

know anyone running for office.
But the lack of concern
among students is apparent even
to The Vista staff. Each week,
controversial articles run in the
paper without comment from the
student body. Letters to the Editor
are rare and in the last semester
only three students have left
comments on the publication's
website.
AS concert ticket sales were
so low last spring among students
that it was cancelled and money
was wasted paying G.Love and
Special Sauce for a concert they
never had to perform.
AS leaders say that finding
people to run for leadership posi
tions has been extremely difficult.
"People don't seem enthusiastic
about the time or the commit
ment," Berg said. Most of the po
sitions have only two contenders,
and some have only one.
Berg, a sophomore, stresses
the signifigance of voting. "It's
important because AS represen
tatives are the voice of the stu
dents. Students need to elect the
right people to get the job done,"

she said.
Attend the AS presidential
debate to get more information
on student initiatives and hear
what your potential president
has to say. Today, candidates
will present their platforms in
UC Forum A/B from 12:15 to
2:30 p.m.
Students may cast votes
online on the "AS Elections"
tab of the MySanDiego page.
The option will be available
from 9 a.m. on March 23 to
5 p.m. on March 24. The can
didates are listed now on the
elections tab.
Every year $85 dollars of
our tuition money goes into
the AS budget to be used for
concerts, speakers and events
just for students. Last year, ap
proximately 5,119 undergradu
ate students meant hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
In times like these, who
wouldn't want a chance to help
spend that kind of money? Put
in your two cents by voting
and make Associated Students
"Your AS."

the Editor
Financial Aid does not
cover increasing costs
Dear Editor,
As a USD student I was
struck by the manipulation of
fact utilized to improve the image
of the Financial Aid Department
in the opening paragraphs of the
editorial "Cal Grant cuts may
add hurdles for students" in
the Feb. 26 issue of The Vista.
While the majority of the article
dealt with Schwarzenegger's
plan to cut 10 percent of the
Cal Grant Funding, the first two
paragraphs were an attack on
"skeptics" who are critical of the
increasing cost to attend USD.
According to the article, USD
gave out more then $90 million
in some form of financial aid to
68 percent of the undergraduate
population in 2007. This did
include scholarships and grants,
legitimate forms of financial aid.
However, a large percentage of
this $90 million came from parttime employment and loans.
Money students must borrow
from a private lender to pay tu
ition should not be counted as
financial aid, nor should money
earned working on campus.
What students earn working and
the loans they must pay off with
interest after graduation are not
aid in any way similar to schol
arships and grants. The reason
68 percent of students receive
financial aid is because the cost
of attending USD has risen so
abruptly that students are having
to go further and further in debt
in order to afford attending this
university. The school continues
to raise fees and tuition, and
build unneeded and costly struc
tures while still claiming to be
addressing the student's needs.
Students and their families are
struggling financially
just to
get by in this time of economic
turmoil, yet the university con
tinues to go on spending money
like nothing has changed. We
need real aid now, not buildings
dedicated to our own grandeur.

- Dustin Hollabaugh
Senior, Undergrad

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION YOU WANT TO SHARE?
- The Vista encourages letters to the editor and commentary from students, faculty, staff, administration and com
munity members.
- Letters to the editor and commentaries should be limited to 300 words, must include writer's name and phone
number (for verification) and are subject to editing for length and clarity. Please include your year in school. The Vista
does not publish anonymous letters, letters that are addressed to a third party or letters that are in poor taste.
- Letters and commentaries should be sent to letters@usdvista.com and will go directly to the Editor in Chief and the
Opinion Editor.
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Protesters rally around the California State Capitol in Sacramento in response to Prop 8's ban on gay marriage.

Tensions flare as Prop 8 goes before the Supreme Court
An overturn

of Prop 8 dismisses the voters

RYAN MULVEY
STAFF WRITFR

Last November the voters
of California preserved the tradi
tional understanding of marriage
within our state by passing Propo
sition 8.
Receiving a majority of over
a million votes, Prop 8 has gone
on to stir up animosity and unrest
throughout the Golden State. In
fact, tensions are at an all-time
high. Immediately appealed fol
lowing its success, both propo
nents and opponents await the de
cision of the California Supreme
Court as to the amendment's
constitutionality.
Though oral argu
ments were completed
on March 5, the court
still has yet to release
an opinion. Unsurpris
ingly, strong arguments
were advanced by in
terested parties on both
sides of the issue. Still, I believe
that the court is unlikely to over
turn Prop 8. To do so would be
ill-advised, given historical prec
edent and the potential impact
such a ruling would have on Cali
fornia's democratic processes.
Proponents of homosexual
marriage argue that Prop 8 rep
resents the elimination of a fun
damental right to marriage. Such
a dramatic adjustment of civil
rights represents not merely an
amendment of the state constitu
tion, but a revision. Revisions,
under California law, cannot be
placed upon any ballot, even by
direct popular initiative, without
the consultation of the State Leg
islature.
Attorney
General
Jerry
Brown, who was responsible for
declaring the constitutionality of

Prop 8 before placing it on the
November ballot, has even flipflopped the state's position. Cali
fornia now sides with homosexual
marriage advocates in requesting
the court to overturn Prop 8.
Those defending marriage,
however, have a much more pow
erful case, based on both a proper
understanding of marriage and the
constitutionality of the amend
ment process.
As I wrote Oct. 30 in The
Vista, Prop 8 deprives no single
individual of a particular funda
mental right. Instead, this amend
ment seeks to clarify the status of
the civil right of marriage within

Proposition 7, which rein
stated the death penalty, was
passed. It confirmed that capi
tal punishment was not "cruel
or unusual."
Kennard posed the im
portant question: Is the right
to "life" and freedom from
"cruel and unusual punish
ment" somehow less funda
mental than that of marriage?
If not, then clearly Prop 8 is
legitimate.
The courts are checks
against imperialism in the ex
ecutive or legislative branch
es. Tyranny is not far off when
the people no longer have re
dress to outlandish
rulings that seek
to impose social
change. Can we
fore* " legitimately live
IClLC.
in a democracy
when courts can
overturn the clear
will of the citi
zenry? If Prop 8 is overruled,
the court will lose significant
face, respect for its impartial
ity and legitimacy will plum
met. I think, therefore, that it
is fairly certain the court will
uphold the ban.
They are also likely to
recognize those marriage li
censes validly obtained before
the passage of Prop 8. For the
court to do otherwise and side
entirely with "conservatives,"
would equally endanger its
impartiality.
In the end, I am positive
the justices will realize the
gravity of this issue and the
clear path towards respecting
the courts role as arbitrator
and not as a crusader for some
political cause upon which the
people have already ruled.

"If Prop 8 is overruled, the
court will lose significant
our state. Marriage, like voting,
is a civil right defined by posi
tive law. Already it is limited: a
man may not engage in statesanctioned polygamy, enter into
a union with a minor or marry
incestuously. These are clearly
set lines of acceptability under the
law. Prop 8 is such a definition.
Additionally,
overturning
Prop 8 would represent a be
trayal by the court of precedent.
Throughout California's history,
popular initiative has been used
hundreds of times to amend the
constitution. Very rarely has the
court overturned any significant
revisions that proceeded without
legislative approval.
Justice
Joyce
Kennard,
during oral arguments last week,
surprisingly cited California vs.
Anderson (1972), which forbade
the death penalty. Later that year,

Majority rule is not always right
SHANE TOBIN

GUEST WRITER
In the wake of the most his
toric election in American his
tory, as Barack Obama was being
elected to the presidency, Proposi
tion 8 was narrowly being passed
in California. Prop 8, as most of
us know, was approved on Nov. 4,
revising the California Constitu
tion to define marriage as between
a man and a woman only.
One day later, an appeal was
put before the Supreme Court to
overturn Proposition 8 on the
grounds that it is invalid because
the California Constitution does
not allow a simple majority vote
to remove the fundamental rights
of a minority group. Two weeks
ago, on March 5, the California
Supreme Court heard the oral ar
guments for and against the over
turning of Prop 8.
The main argument being
made here is the difference be
tween "revision" and "amend
ment." Prop 8 is actually a revi
sion, not an amendment, to the
California constitution; in order
for this to be done legally, the
legislature and a more delibera
tive process have to be involved.
The principle of equal protection,
which is central to our constitu
tion, is being violated here as the
rights of a minority group are
being taken away. Prop 8 violates
the rights of the entire gay com
munity.
Last spring, the Supreme
Court made a ruling about gay
marriages, stating that the lesbian-gay-bisexual-transsexual
community was a protected mi
nority. In doing so, they put antigay provisions on the same level
as the provisions that single out
people of color, religious minori

ties and women. They gave the
LGBT community the right to
marriage, recognizing officially
that this minority is no different
from any other, and deserves the
same protection. Prop 8 is trying
to say differently.
In order to fully understand
what is happening here, we must
look beyond the gay community
to all minorities in California. If
Prop 8 is allowed to stand, then
other fundamental rights guar
anteed by our constitution, such
as free speech, can be changed
simply by a majority vote. The
Supreme Court is not only ruling
about gay marriage, but also the
future protection of minority
rights.
Proponents of Prop 8, in
asking for this law to be upheld,
are setting a standard for the future
in which the majority, no matter
how small the margin, will always
be able to do what they want in
California. Kenneth Starr, a chief
defendant of Prop 8, points out
himself that the structural protec
tions of government are designed
to safeguard individual liberties.
By upholding Prop 8, the Supreme
Court will allow the majority to
determine who is entitled to those
liberties and who is not.
Prop 8 is no longer solely
about the sanctity of marriage, but
also a fight for the rights of all mi
norities. As the LGBT community
is joined by civil rights groups and
religious minority groups, they
are fighting for everyone "not in
the majority."
Minority groups across the
state are standing up for thier
rights, and it is now up to the
Supreme Court to recognize that
the system needs to protect every
one's rights, not just those in the
majority.
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Jim Calhoun strikes back

The UCONN coach answers his pay call
AARON LEVINE
STAFF WRITFR

Anyone with a TV saw it; anyone with
a radio heard it; and anyone with access
to YouTube clicked on it. But, in case you
missed it, allow me to replay the Feb. 21
scene that took place after the University of
Connecticut Men's basketball team beat the
University of South Florida.
Ken Krayeske is a reporter at the Uni
versity of Connecticut who attacks head
coach Jim Calhoun in a press conference
following the loss. Criticizing him for being
the highest-paid state employee, Krayeske
suggests that he should give up some of his
annual salary for the state budget. Calhoun
replies "Absolutely not, not a dime." After
a bit more banter Calhoun eventually says,
"I would like you to shut up." Calhoun goes
on to say how he, and his UCONN Huskies,
are responsible for bringing in $12 million
a year for the University of Connecticut,
which is "state-run." Calhoun repeatedly
shouts, "Get some facts and come back and
see me!" Invigorating, right?
Krayeske raises some valid points
regarding the massive salary that Calhoun
pulls in yearly and how the money could be
given back to the state; a basketball coach is
one of the highest paid employees in the state
of Connecticut. However, the UCONN bas
ketball team is responsible for roughly $12
million a year. I understand why Calhoun re
acted with such animosity towards Krayeske,
a UCONN graduate student. Krayeske was
attacking Calhoun's salary and endorsement
deals, putting them on the forefront. The
press conference was supposed to be about
the basketball game that Calhoun's team had
won that day, and instead, Krayeske took

the opportunity to attack the integrity of the
Huskies' coach; and with faulty facts at that.
Krayeske was attempting to make a name
for himself at Calhoun's expense. Well, it
seems he made a name for himself but Cal
houn made sure it wasn't a good one.
Calhoun makes roughly $2 million
per year for a reason. UCONN is one of
the top 10 teams in the country every year.
Calhoun is in charge of this juggernaut of a
basketball program and he runs it nearly to
perfection. He put himself in a position to
make $2 million a year by doing a superb
job as the head basketball coach. Calhoun
won two national titles, in 1999 and 2004,
and 6 Big East Tournament Championships
in 1990, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2002 and 2004.
In 2005, he was inducted into the Basketball
Hall of Fame.
On top of all that, Calhoun announced
on Feb. 3, 2003 that he had been diagnosed
with prostate cancer. He returned to the
sidelines just 16 days after the surgery. One
word sums up Jim Calhoun, dedication. He
has poured his entire heart and soul into this
UCONN program that he took over in 1986.
Since then he has turned UCONN basketball
into one of the most prestigious programs in
the country.
With that in mind, Krayeske needs to
take a step back and look at the man he is
criticizing; a man who has raised millions
upon millions of dollars for the state of
Connecticut over the past 23 years; a man
who has fought cancer; a man who has won
two National Championships and six Big
East Championships. Jim Calhoun may be
the highest paid employee in the state of
Connecticut, but he is so for a reason: "Get
your facts straight and then come back to
him."
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Save Money,
Save the Environment!

on sale January 19 - February 28
Pass valid January 19 - May 31. 2009

Limit one pass per student
Student ID required for purchase
No refunds, no exceptions, void if removed

zplzza Winter Specials
•All day Monday Study Break: 20%
off all orders wlUSD ID (excluding
delivery)
•All day Tuesday BOGO: Buy one
large or XL, get one free

zpizza Menu Updates

ZDS

•All pizza crust now exclusively
100%certified organic wheat
•y2 sandwich & V2 salad w/bev.
special served all day long
•Gluten free crust now available for
all small pizzas (extra charge)

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista
5175 Linda Vista Road, Suite 106
San Diego, CA92110

(619) 272-0022
Online ordering at www.zplzza.com
Sunday- Thursday: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11:00a.m. to 10:00p.m.

Delivery available all day
We provide catering and fundraising events
for USD student organizations
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USD Students take a break from the surf and sun and get out of Southern California
ANNA VON BERTRAB,
JULIA CAMPAGNA
GIJFST WRITFRS

Canvassing Tijuana in a cara
van the length of four mini-vans,
students engaged with fair-trade
business owners at Cafe Justo,
migrants at Casa del Migrante,
children and infants at the orphan
age La Gloria Hogar Infantil, the
homeless at Casa de los Pobres and
the elderly at Casa de las Madres
and Casa Juan Diego.
Our group, part of the Romero
Center and University Ministry,
performed physical labor such as
serving dinner, washing windows,
weeding, painting and cleaning.
However, it was the relationships
that each member of the group de
veloped with people we met that
will leave a lasting imprint.
We were able to embrace
and fully engage with the city of
Tijuana. We challenged our own
expectations and became vulner
able by venturing outside of our
comfort levels. For a week, the
city became a home, a classroom,
a church and a playground for 22
USD students and two staff advi
sors.
Each night, our group sat in a
circle on our sleeping bags and re
flected on the day. We talked about
the people we had met, who we had
shared stories and meals with. We
exchanged observations about the
contrasts between Tijuana and San
Diego and the joys and struggles
we had encountered.
One lasting memory was
when we walked down the hill in
Maclovio Rojas and saw a little girl
by a tattered fence playing with an
old Barbie. A woman came out of

MANDY FORBAR

Four cities in one week

An unconventional break

a house made of cardboard, alumi
num and an old garage door to ask
us who we were. We introduced
ourselves and she introduced her
self as Silvia. She noticed I was
speaking Spanish and asked me
where 1 was from. When I told her
Mexico City, she said her husband,
Felipe, was also from Mexico City.
She invited us into her home.
The house could not have been
bigger than a dorm room at school,
but it had three tables lined up and
a little kitchen area consisting of a
stove and oven. Felipe was sitting
at the table with two young girls
and a boy. All three looked like
they were teenagers.
We introduced ourselves and
it turned out that one of the young
girls, Marianna, and the young
boy, Andres, have actually been
married for three years. They are
both 18 and the little girl that we
first saw outside, Nayelee, was
their three-year-old daughter.
Silvia and Felipe serve free
breakfast every morning in their
home to anyone who wants to
come. All we could think was how
this family, who literally had noth
ing and were living in a house with
dirt floors, could give so much.
Felipe told us it was good that
we were able to talk to them and
see how they lived, then go back to
the U.S. and share it with others.
He said even though they were
poor here in Tijuana, there were
other people that had it worse than
him, like many living in Africa.
It startled us that he recognized
this when they were also in such
poverty.
He had such high hopes for
us. He told us that we should hug
all the opportunities we are given

CHRISTINA WOODWARD
STAFF WRITFR

tightly and make the best of them,
and whatever we have left over we
should share with others.
We talked about the border
and immigration issues and Felipe
insightfully stated that the border
is something created by human
ity and it is not natural. We are
actually all one because we are
all humans; not just between the
United States and Mexico, but also
around the world. God created all
humans and we are all one.
We realized that it was getting
dark so we started to say goodbye.
Felipe pointed at a picture of Jesus
that they had hanging on their
wall and said "Dios nos unio esta
noche," meaning "God brought us
together tonight." And then Felipe
said that God is like the surgeon
and we are the tools like the scis

After finishing
my fourth
midterm on Friday at noon, I was
more than ready to start my final
Spring Break. After my test was
handed in, I ran to my car and
raced to the airport to jump on my
flight to San Francisco.
In San Francisco, I met my
sister and our four friends. Though
I would have liked some down
time to recuperate from my mid
terms, I decided to live up my final
Spring Break in college.
We had barely settled into our
room when it was time for dinner.
After standing on the corner for
twenty minutes, trying to hail a
cab, we started walking back to
our room the to call a cab. Before
we got back to the room a limo
pulled up and offered to drive us to
dinner. We jumped in and giggled
the whole way to the restaurant,
Minako.
Minako is a Japanese restau

rant that offers organic and vegan
sushi and Japanese cuisine. It is a
gem for the locals and has some of
the best sushi in San Francisco.
After waiting for 30 minutes,
expecting our waitress to come
take our order, one of us finally
said, "Excuse me, we are ready."
The waitress quickly snapped and
said, "I don't serve you until all
the menus are closed. Didn't you
read the sign as you walked in?"
We quickly closed our menus
and the waitress approached the
table. However, when we didn't
know how to correctly order our
food, the waitress left again in a
huff.
Our weekend in San Fran
cisco was just a warm up for spot
number two, Las Vegas.
On Tuesday I flew
to Las
Vegas to meet up with fellow
Torero and Las Vegas native
Lauren Blaney. Blaney knew all
the ins and outs of Sin City.
When we first checked into
our room at the Wynn, we discov

ered that they had made a mistake
in our reservation and booked us
for another weekend. Just when
we thought we had to find another
hotel to stay, they apologized for
the inconvenience and upgraded
us to a suite.
We walked through the double
doors and couldn't stop laughing at
the luck we were having.We took
that luck down to the slot machines
and gambled for a while.
My two nights in Vegas were
so much fun. After eating at in
credible restaurants, seeing the
Cirque de Soile show "0,"and
going to popular nightclubs, I was
exhausted.
I then flew home to Los An
geles to catch up on some much
needed rest. Amazing cities, best
friends and priceless memories are
what made my Spring Break stand
above the rest. What I took away
from Spring Break is to laugh at the
small stuff and cherish all the good
times because before we know it,
we are forced to grow up.

CHRISTINA WOODWARDAHE VISTA

Left to Right: Seniors Lauren Blaney, Sam Mooney and Christina
Woodward at a club in Las Vegas.

Eight of Clubs does not fold in Vegas
JULIA CAMPAGNAAHE VISTA

Top: The owners of Tacos Javier in Maclovio Rojas, husband, wife
and son. Bottom: USD students and migrants at Casa del Migrante.
sors and gauze, and we all play a
different role while working for
God. Out of all the experiences of
the week, this was one of the most

beautiful. Their open, compassion
ate, loving and insightful hearts
left a huge impact on our lives.

Creating a service project within the U.S.

GUFST WRITFR

Last spring, talk circulated in
the Romero Center of beginning a
domestic immersion service trip
within the United States. West Vir
ginia was chosen as the site since
it is the second poorest state in the
nation, next to Mississippi.
West Virginia is in a part of
the United States known as the
Appalachia region, within and
surrounded by the Appalachian
Mountains. It is known for its rich
resources of natural gas and coal,
but little is known about the abuse
of these resources affecting both
the land and its people.
West Virginia is a rural state
far enough from our urban home of
San Diego that you will encounter
a completely different culture.
On March 7, a group of seven
USD students and one faculty
member set off on an adventure to
Nazareth Farm in West Virginia.
Nazareth Farm is dedicated to
changing lives through a service
retreat experience and given this
was a maiden voyage, none of us
knew quite what to expect.
Every morning we all went
our seperate ways to the work sites
and every afternoon we returned
home. Before bed, and many times
throughout the day, a farhily was
built between us through hugs and
a genuine interest in one another.
This sense of community, one
of the four cornerstones of Naza
reth Farm was not limited to our

BRYN EVERETT/1Ht VIS IA

Left to Right: Seniors Bryn Everett, Stephanie Kishbaugh, Julie Parks, Amanda Secore, Kristen Sexton, Katie Gross, Paula Morreale
and Rowena Daly.
BRYNN EVERETT
GIIFST WRITFR
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Bottom Row: Leini Santos, Matt Allison,Ryan Jem, Kate Kogler; Mid
dle: Therese Kanda, Taylor Gailing, Mandy Fobar; Top: Kelly Czaijka.
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students or the staff. It was extend
ed to the neighbors we lived by
and worked with. There were also
students from four other universi
ties who were visiting the farm
for the week including Le Moyne
University, Dominican University,
Notre Dame University and Uni
versity of Richmond.
Our group was mixed with
the other schools into small groups
that stuck together and ventured to

It certainly wasn't an experi
ence like Cabo San Lucas or Las
Vegas that most would prefer to
spend their Spring Break, but aside
from the early mornings and labor,
the time spent was invaluable.
"I was most surprised by the
amount of love the community
members had for each other despite
being in dire financial situations
and the amount of personal growth
I experienced in one week," said

a different work site each day.
Some of the labor involved
splitting wood, installing under
pinning for a trailer, carpet, floor
ing, painting, and numerous other
tasks you would not typically
spend your Spring Break doing.
"The most challenging task
was when I crawled under a house
where there were bats and put
insulation in!" said sophomore
Taylor Gailing.

-

Spring Break is a tradition
that I am all too familiar with.
We have all grown up with it
since school-age years and it is
hard to imagine a world without
that week of celebration. So
when my friends and 1 came
to the realization that this was
going to be our last Spring Break
before the "real world" makes us
forget it exists, we knew we had
to do something big. I have been
blessed during my time at USD
with amazing relationships with
a great group of girls.
Every year my friends and
1 have supported the Toreros

-

Taylor Gailing and a student from one of the
other universities installing snap-in flooring.
sophomore Matt Allison.
We plan to continue the do
mestic immersion program next
year in the Appalachia region and
encourage students to experience
firsthand the rich culture, as well
as the poverty and injustices that
exist within our own country.

For more information contact
the Romero Center in Maher 254.

I

during their basketball season.
Last year after the amazing run
the basketball team had during
the WCC Tournament, we heard
the tournament would be in Las
Vegas in 2009. My girlfriends and
I knew we were going to take a
Las Vegas trip since it fell right
during break.
I was so excited when I found
out my friend Julie took the initia
tive and booked two rooms for
whoever could go on the road
trip. It became bittersweet when I
found out the eight girls that were
going; Kristen, Julie, Rowena,
Amanda, Katie, Paula, Stephanie
and myself had all known each
other since freshmen year.
On the first
Saturday of
Spring Break we packed our bags

and our cars and hit the road. There
is something about leaving San
Diego and your comfort zone and
bonding with friends in a different
environment.
We stayed at the Excalibur for
two nights and the first night we
went to the basketball game. Presi
dent Mary Lyons along with about
forty or fifty students came out to
root on the team. There weren't as
many students supporting the To
reros as we had hoped so it was a
blast cheering them on and seeing
their final game post season.
Vegas is like another world,
laying out by the pool all day and
being able to stay out until four in
the morning. We wandered around
the Bellagio gardens, took pictures
with the MGM lions, shopped

at the Caesar's Palace Forum
Shops, and ate dinner at the
Venetian. A lot more USD girls
than guys seemed to make the
trip to Las Vegas, so of course
it was entertainment just walk
ing the strip and meeting people
who were visiting from all over.
You know it is a good trip
when what you remember most
is laughing with your friends
and people watching.
The trip flew by faster than
it came, we left tired but luckily
up about $115 dollars collec
tively. After the short vacation
I knew 1 had made more lasting
memories with great friends I
plan on being in touch with for
years after we walk across the
graduation stage in May.
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Attend Chapman University School of Law, where students enjoy the Best Quality of Life (#1), the Best
Classroom Experience (#7), and where our Professors Rock (legally speaking) (#5). (Princeton Review rankings,
Best 170 Law Schools, 2008). Plus, you'll leam from some of the nation's most accomplished faculty in a
setting where student-faculty ratios are among the lowest in legal academia. We also offer clinical programs
in constitutional jurisprudence, elder law, family violence, 9th circuit appellate and tax law.

Our School of Law is recognized for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Six former U.S. Supreme Court clerks on our faculty
One of two law schools in the country with a Nobel Laureate on our faculty
Student-faculty ratio of 10.2 to 1 (among the lowest in the country)
Competitive against top schools in our mock trial, appellate moot court and dispute resolution team
High caliber, nationally recognized, accessible faculty
Small class sizes offering incredible networking opportunities
Personalized academic support and faculty interaction from orientation to the bar exam, even after
you graduate
• Exceptional facilities including an award winning library, fully wireless law building and two
staje-of-the-art mock courtrooms
• Internships, externships and clinics offering real-life experience

DEGREE PROGRAMS
• JD • JD/MBA • JD/MFA in Film and Television Producing
• LL.M. in Prosecutorial Science • LL.M. in Taxation

CERTIFICATES
• Advocacy and Dispute Resolution • Entertainment Law
• Environmental, Land Use and Real Estate Law • International Law • Tax Law
Chapman University School of Law is accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) and is a member
of the Association of American Law Schools (MLS).
Call or email today for a free information package:

877-CHAP-LAW or lawadm@chapman.edu
One University Drive • Orange, California 92866 • www.chapman.edu/law
Princeton Review

rankings, Best 170 Law Schools, 2008

Best Quality of Life #1
Best Classroom Experience #7

Professors Rock #5
Diverse Faculty #9

A.S. Presidentia
Debate
TODAY @12:15pm
UC Forum AB
Do not forget to VOTE
March 23 and 24
on MySanDiego

University
ofSan Diego
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Alex Proyas chats about his new film Sam's Guide
"Knowing" starring Nicolas Cage
to Brooklyn
NICOLE WIEDEMANN

Hotties with
bodies
My favorite thing to do on
the weekends, besides the ob
vious, is go to concerts. Loud
music, hot crowds and crazy
lights are kind of my thing. As
of today, Monday, the day I'm
writing my column, the only
live music I've seen has been
folksy or electronic or alterna
tive.
But, besides the three or
four Atmosphere songs I saw
performed at Street Scene or
the ripped tracks blasted by
Girl Talk when I saw him in
Los Angeles, I have never been
to an authentic hip-hop show. 1
know, I know, it's really surpris
ing since I flaunt my big booty
in my Apple Bottom jeans all
day every day, but 1 guess I'm
not really the hip-hop type.
That was ray situation until I
heard the sweet, sweet rhymes
of Clifford Joseph Harris Jr.,
akaT.I.
T.I. is a hottie. He is also
very talented. He has been
deemed the "Jay-Z of the
South" by Pharrell and has
been nominated for a bunch of
Grammys. He's also a badass
and went to jail for violating
probation back in '03, and he's
going back again! Thanks to
USD alum Satien Mehta, who
promoted the T.I. show, I get
to see this cool rap guy live
Tuesday night. And thanks to
T.I.'s impressive album "Paper
Trail," I have very high expec
tations for what could happen
at my first-ever hip-hop show.
Firstly, 1 expect to be so
hot that I don't need to wear my
new leather jacket that I can't
leave at home. And 1 mean hot
as in heated by the lack of air
conditioning and increase in
dancing. Secondly, I expect the
bass to blow me away, literally.
You know how sometimes the
bass is so loud you think it's
windy? I'm expecting that.
Thirdly, I'm expecting to not
be able to see past the big guys
bouncing in front of me. And fi
nally, I'm expecting to be really
excited when T.I. takes off his
shirt.
My biggest dream, how
ever, is that Justin Timber!ake
will make a guest appearance at
the end of the show. Justin Timberlake is also a hottie that has
been nominated for Grammys.
While I personally feel cooler
when I listen to T.L, J.T.'s
collaboration on T.I.'s track
"Dead and Gone" is amazing.
It's powerful, his voice sounds
clear and sexy and T.I.'s lyrics
are honest and thought provok
ing, It's a good track, and if TJ.
doesn't close the show with that
song alongside J.T. on piano,
just like when they performed
at the Grammys, I'm not sure I
will be completely satisfied by
my first hip-hop show experi
ence. But nevertheless I bet I'll
have fun and will have stories
to tell to my other "hip-hop
show" virgin friends. Expect an
in-depth review of the show in
next week's issue of The Vista.

STAFF WRITFR
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"Knowing" is a sci-fi drama
supernatural fantasy thriller about
a professor, played by Nicholas
Cage, who stumbles upon terrify
ing predictions about the future
and sets out to make sure these
events don't happen.
These predictions were en
crypted as a numerical code by a
little girl back in 1959, and buried
inside the school's time capsule.
50 years later, the students of that
school are asked to dig up the cap
sule's contents and the numerical
code eventually ends up in the
hands of Professor Koestler who
deciphers the message, predicting
with pinpoint accuracy the dates,
death tolls and coordinates of
every majordisaster of the past 50
years and those to come.
The director of the movie,
Alex Proyas, is an Australian
most recently noticed for his work
directing "I, Robot" (2004). 1 was
lucky enough to participate in a
collaborated phone interview with
the director, in which he discussed
the meaning behind the film, the
advantage young film
makers
have right now regardless of the
economic situation and what he
thinks of conspiracy theories.
"More and more as I worked
on the screenplay for the film I
realized that it was about the cycle
of life. It's about the hope that we
pass down to our children, to the
next generation. It became about
the relationship between fathers
and sons," Proyas said. "It's about
Nick's character's quest for mean
ing. He's discovered that perhaps
the universe has a purpose and
it's not just a meaningless random.
sequence of events, that's the big
arch of the story."
Film equipment is becom
ing less expensive to purchase,
therefore allowing younger film
makers to have the same chance at
creating films as the professional
big-time production companies.
The camera that was used to shoot
"Knowing" is among the newest
forms of digital cameras, being
more cost-efficient and capable
of shooting the clips with a wider
range of variability. This camera,
known as the "red camera" sells
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currently for around $50,000,
which is a couple hundred thousand
less than what larger film com
panies normally pay. As of now,
electronic companies are creating
duplicate copies of this camera
hoping to sell it for a few thousand
dollars, which is something most
serious film makers will be willing
to pay for their equipment. Proyas
believes that "this is a great thing
for young film makers right now,
and that film makers who are seri
ous and passionate about the art
won't be too largely effected by
the economic recession."
One of the questions asked
during the interview was "What

do you think about conspiracy
theories yourself? Are you more
scared of the conspiracy theories
about the end of the world, or the
people who believe in them?"
Proyas responded, "I think prob
ably the latter. You know, I think
it's this whole notion of the world
ending suddenly and, you know,
an accurate prediction of that to
me is really in our movie as a sym
bolic notion. You know, sadly I do
believe that if the world ends and
civilization ends, it will probably
be at the hands of mankind."
This movie is set to release in
most theaters nationwide tomor
row.

WAN PLOURDE

SHLEY MCLEAN
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I can't avoid Brooklyn. It's
in my books, music and films.
Close friends of mine from high
school now live there. They call at
all hours of the night to celebrate
their newfound home, telling me
that whiskey is unheard of in their
nook of the borough. Only rum
my friend, only rum.
This could be a problem if
I took issue with the place; this
being psychologically stuck in a
Brooklyn bubble of culture while
my poor body is pillaged by
Southern California and its gleeful
hedonism.
The fact is however, that I
love the Borough of Homes and
Churches in absentee.Some would
say I've manifested (creating a
sort of new meaning for the word
entirely and beautifully) Brooklyn
into my life.
It's not as if Brooklyn is a new
thing in our culture, which I know
despite my ignorance of New
York. I seem to remember that
Whitman and Crane wrote quite
famous poems about the place. I
remember reading a book as an
early teen by the name "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn." Spike Lee
brought the place back into cul
tural prominence in the '80s with
bis films "Do the Right Thing"
and "She's Gotta Have It."
In the last five years, how
ever, the place has exploded on
the cultural scene. A new interest
ing band is born in Brooklyn at
a faster rate then new babies are
born in the Big Apple. Two of last
year's biggest bands, MGMT and
Vampire Weekend, are from there
as are loads of others. Bohemians
are to Brooklyn as surfers are to
San Diego.
Then there are the books,
which make my head want to ex
plode with joy! Jonathan Lethem
comes first. Brooklyn-born and
bred, Brooklyn is what he writes
about. His "Fortress of Solitude"
is absolutely fantastic. Jonathan
Safran Foer ("Everything is Il
luminated") makes his home here
with his writer wife, Nicole Krauss
("Man Walks into a Room"), along
with other contemporary greats
Jhuma Lahiri ("The Namesake"),
Paul Auster ("The Brooklyn Fol
lies"), his wife Siri Hustvedt
("The Sorrows of an American")
and Colson Whitehead ("The Intuitionist"). Michael Chabon (whose
father was Brooklyn-born) often
weaves the borough into his work
("Kavalier and Clay").
All this and films too? Yes
indeed. Noah Baumbach, one
of my own personal favorites,
set "The Squid and The Whale"
in Brooklyn. The Documentary
"With Allah in Brooklyn" is cer
tainly worth seeing. One of my
favorite movies of all time, "The
Royal Tenenbaums," was filmed
in part at the Grand Prospect Hall
in Brooklyn.
Brooklyn is today's U.S local
of cultural creation. I'm hoping
that references to it never stop,
and that when I turn on NPR, Idris
Elba, from HBO's "The Wire," is
still waxing about experiences in
the borough. Brooklyn is in the
Zeitgeist to stay. It's not leaving so,
as they say, "Fugheddaboudit."
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Yeah Yeah Yeahs
"It's Blitz!"
"It's Blitz!" is a shift for
the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, a mellow
departure from previous albums
like "Fever to Tell." The gasp
ing, screaming and shouting are
replaced with sultry and smooth
vocals from front woman Karen
O. Gone are the grunge and dirt
of past tracks like "Rich," instead
we see synth-pop influenced
tracks like "Zero" and "Heads
Will Roll."
Although the album was
originally set for release on April
13, the label changed the date to
March 31 after it leaked to the
Internet. Spring appears to be
a prime season for leaks, with
bands The Decemberists and
Metric also experiencing leaks of
their upcoming albums.
The album is definitely dif
ferent, as if reacting to the shift
of the musical landscape towards
electronic music. However, "It's
Blitz!" isn't an adjustment to
wards current trends, but rather
an acknowledgement and an
evolution for the band. It sounds
like the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, but not
exactly. Rather, it sounds like the
pod people version of them. (But
good pod people, not the evil
ones in movies).
One of the highlights of the
album is the danceable "Heads
Will Roll," which will most likely
become an anthem for teenage
girls getting ready to party. The
album plays almost like a movie,
with upbeat tracks like "Soft
Shock" shifting into a more eerie
tone set by "Runaway." "Dragon
Queen" is just a cool track and
evokes the image of rock goddess
Karen O swaying back and forth,
head tilted down seductively,
while seducing hordes of men.
Seriously. Words to describe the
album: eerie, upbeat, electric,
dreamy and earthy.
With the critical acclaim the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs have received
in the past for their albums
"Fever to Tell" and "Show Your
Bones," one might think they
would be due for a cool down.
One would be dead wrong. "It's
Blitz!" strikes like lightning, and
is easily one of the best releases
of what is starting to look like
a musically promising 2009.
The digital version of the album
was released March 9, and the
CD will be released March 31.
Thank the leakers for letting us
experience this gem of an album
a month early.

"No Day But Today" message resonates with "Rent"
BRYN EVERETT
GUFST WRITFR
The lights dim but no curtain
rises. The stage is already set, and
the band is in place. Anthony Rapp
walks out center stage at the San
Diego Civic Theatre, and before
anything can leave his mouth the
crowd is in an uproar of cheer
and applause. A few moments
later, Adam Pascal walks out
with his guitar in hand and joins
Rapp. You might ask why there is
such an enthusiastic response for
the two actors. It is because they
originated the roles of Mark and
Roger in "Rent" nearly 13 years
ago. Both the actors have returned
for this year's national tour after
being away from the stage since
they were originally cast in the
Broadway musical. Aside from
other Broadway endeavors these
two actors also reprised their roles
for the movie version and joined
the entire original cast (except for
the characters Joanne and Mimi)
for its theatrical release in 2005.
"Rent" has brought a new
generation of' musical theater
lovers and, with over 5,123 per
formances, is the seventh-longest
running show on Broadway. The
musical affects so many people
in a raw emotional way that they
come back to see it more than
once. "Rent" deals with a group
of young friends struggling with
multiple social issues, such as the
AIDS virus, sexuality and poverty,
in the East Village of New York
City.
The stage show itself holds
a close place to Rapp and Pas
cal's heart. "I've been working in
this crazy business since I was a

kid, and I've never been a part of
something that means so much to
so many people, including myself.
'Rent' is certainly entertain
ing, but it's also transformative.
'Rent' is about people and issues
and concerns and relationships
in ways that are profoundly true
and honest and powerful. Over
the years, people have told me
that the show caused them to re
think their lives. I've heard things
like, 'I never knew someone with
AIDS, but after seeing 'Rent,' I'm
volunteering at my local AIDS
hospice,"' Rapp said.
Many USD students jumped
at the chance to see "Rent" because
the Broadway show has closed,
and it is rumored that this will be
the final tour. But the biggest draw
for many was that it featured Rapp
and Pascal.

"It is so amazing that I got
to see these actors on stage,"
senior Rowena Daly, a longtime
fan of the musical, said. "I was
nine when it was just' starting so
you never think you will get the
chance to see a musical you grew
up on, but I really never imagined I
would get to see the original Mark
and Roger singing. After all these
years their voices still gave people
the chills. The most powerful mo
ments were when just the two of
them were sharing a moment on
stage, like when they sing 'What
You Own.'"
Senior Kyle Beck who also
saw the show said, "I think the
show is unfortunately really dated
compared to when it was first
written in 1996, at the apex of the
AIDS crisis, and it has lost some
of its power because the AIDS

epidemic isn't as talked about. But
the story is still beautiful and the
message of living for today as if it
were your last day is still relevant
and poignant." The theatre arts
major continues "This was a revo
lutionary piece of theater for the
previous generation, where now a
piece like 'Spring Awakening' is
speaking for people our own age.
But we can still learn from what
'Rent' was trying to say."
Pascal believes that the Show's
messages still resonate with audi
ences. He said that "Rent,""makes
people feel. I believe I owe it to
the fans and to Jonathan and to the
show to take the spirit of what we
had when 'Rent' first opened, and
bring it to the rest of the country."
"Rent" continues its tour in
Phoenix, Ariz, at the Gammage
Auditorium this week.

USD alumnus Satien Mehta shoots into the hip-hop world with T.I.
KAITLIN PERRY
A&H FDITOR
As graduation approaches
rapidly for USD seniors, fears of
the future have already taken hold
and job applications are taking
time. With the current economic
status, many students are worried
about finding a reliable job. But
there's more to finding a job than
filling out relentless applications.
One should pay close attention to
their connections, like USD alunnus Satien Mehta did.
Mehta graduated from USD
in 2005 with a degree in business
administration. He got internships
with Shae Entertainment, Interscope Records (Universal Music
Group), Sony BMG and a Public
Relations Firm. After finishing the
internship with Shae Entertain
ment, he kept in touch with the
owner and ended up putting on
and promoting a couple of shows
for him in San Diego.
The biggest audience he got
for those shows was about 250
people. How big are his audiences

1

now? About 3,500. And what
kinds of shows is he promoting
now? T.I.'s last California show to
name the most recent.
A lot goes into promoting a
major concert at a major arena.
Mehta's main job is selling tickets
and locking in sponsors to have
booths in the venue, which for
the T.I. show was the San Diego
Sports Arena. But mostly he is

there to get everything done that
needs to be done. He just grabs the
ball and runs with it.
Promotion for a performer
as big as T.I. is a huge deal, espe
cially when the star is going to jail
soon, has a show on MTV about
his community service and has
the no. 1 single in America. The
fact that the Sports Arena show
was T.I.'s last show in California

definitely helped push ticket sales
along. Mehta personally sold a
couple hundred tickets in the first
week and a half.
Mehta was also involved with
production for T.I. to make sure
that the event ran smoothly and
on time. "I'm the person you don't
ever see but kinda need," Mehta
said.
Mehta worked hard to get
where he is now and singled out
three specific areas of study one
should focus on to get into his area
of work. First, pay more attention
to marketing classes. Second, take
a public speaking class and third,
definitely take quantitative busi
ness analysis.
Mehta also had some impor
tant words of advice for current
USD students: "If you're really
fixed on making things happen,
you will not give yourself any
excuse to not do it. There's always
a way around a no to get to a yes.
And get out there now. You'll learn
more in a real world experience
than in college, though college is
a good foundation."

'hat's your favorite song lyric right now?

"Celebrate we will, 'cause life is

"Gator boots, with the pimped out

"I'll be your crying shoulder, I'll be

"Got a bop like this, Can't wear

short but sweet for certain."

Gucci suit, ain't got no job, but I

the greatest fan of your life."

skinny jeans cause my knots don't

Dave Matthews Band

stay sharp" Big Tymers

Edwin McCain

fit" Jay-Z

Amelia Stamper '09
Comm Major

Corey Norris '11
Econ Major

Carter Anderson '09
Comm Major

Kelin Briones '09
Business Major
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Rudd and Segel discuss "bromantic" comedy
Q: What is your idea of a perfect
man date?
JS: Why don't you [Rudd] go first
while I kind of formulate what I'd
like to do with you tonight.
PR: Oh, all right. 1 want to go first
because I want you to formulate
it. A perfect man date would be
an early dinner. I want to have
an early dinner because if it's
late then you're eating into valu
able time. Maybe some Brazilian
food. I'd like to have a Brazilian
dinner at - maybe starting at 5:30,
6 o'clock. You know what, 6 is
okay. I'd like to finish dinner. I'd
like to have a pitcher of sangria.
And then I would like to go back
to the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
where I have rented a suite and
slip into a bathtub of linseed oil.
And then 1 would like a massagean ice cream massage. And then
finally settle down with a little
SpectroVision and then maybe
catch "Defiance" - the film with
Daniel Craig. That, by the way, I
actually just call Tuesday.
JS: I'd like to have like a - some
time around 5:45 - just some Ar
gentinean food; real casual Argen
tinean dinner. Maybe a pitcher of
red sangria. And then I would head
back to a suite at the Four Seasons
that I have rented and give the guy
who I am having a man date with a
bath in like, salted butter. Then we
would settle in to watch a movie
on DVD - maybe something like,
you know, like the first James
Bond without Daniel Craig.
PR: Jason we are so close in our
man dates - our perfect man dates
- we should really revise it.
JS: Well I like Argentinian
though.
PR: All right. Well you know
what, we'll go for a compromise
here. We'll go Guatemalan here at
5:45. We' 11 go back to The Bowery
Hotel and you can just...
JS: You want me to give you a
bath in heavy whipping cream.
PR: Give me a bath in heavy
whipping cream. And I'll bring
my DVD of "Kate & Leopold."
Q: How did Rashida Jones, who
plays Zooey, fit in the dynamics of
the film?
PR: Rashida, I've know Rashida
for a long time so it seemed very
natural because we - Jason, how
long have you know Rashida, do
you know here very well?
JS: I've known her since I was 18
so, 11 years.
PR: Yeah right, so it was really ac
tually quite easy. Rashida is very
much kind of one of the guys. You
know, she is hilarious and cool and
easy to hang out with and um...
JS: And also when you see the
film, she is like one of the most
stunning, beautiful woman you'll
every see in your life.
PR: That part would make it a
little uncomfortable even though
we've known her and have been
friends with her. You just say, wait
a minute, she is just stunning. And
then Jason and I would look at
each other to kind of re—kind of
shock ourselves back and...where
am I gonna go with this I wonder...
Apparently, nowhere.
Q: Both of you have been very
successful as comedic actors.
Have either of you thought about
trying on a different genre?
JS: Well, Paul Rudd is a very, very
diverse actor. He has gone from
Broadway to the Weston in London

LORI MILLSLAGLE

STAFF WRITER

INTERVIEW, continued

"Watch" out
for this
action flick

to drama to comedy to somewhere
in between. 1 mean, you look at an
actor like Paul Rudd and you think
diversity and talent.
PR: That was me, Paul Rudd
saying that.
JS: This is me Jason Segel star of
TV and film. I'd like to play a vil
lain some day. That would be my
wish list.
PR: I' m short and squatty. I look
like a thumb. I like any genre in
which I can play a thumb.
Q: Jason, you're on the success
ful TV show "How I Met Your
Mother" and your film career is
really taking off. What medium
are you ready to conquer next?
JS: Wow. Thanks man. I'm pretty
excited. I'm writing that new Muppets movie which is filmed but it's
sort of a new avenue for me. I'd
like to see those Muppets brought
back to their former glory. So
that's what I'm trying to conquer
next for sure. But I don't need to
do the actual puppeteering.
PR: It's hard to do.
JS: It really is. I had to do some
for Sarah Marshall. My arm got
real tired. And you know what else
was very strange was the puppe
teers don't drop character like in
between scenes or at lunch. I'd go
up to the puppeteers and be like,
hey, thank you so much for doing
the movie. And they'd be like,
"well, thanks for writing it, sweet
heart." It was really disturbing.
PR: That was just Bill Hader.
Q: Does the fact that John Ham
burg, who directed your [Segel]
old show "Undeclared," was di
recting this movie attract you to
the script at all?
JS: Yeah, what attracts me is the
fact that we have all known each
other for so long. We formed a
pretty tight comedy coalition as I
like to call it. So it was just a very,
very comfortable environment you
know? Paul and I worked together
a bunch. And John Hamburg and
Paul and I have known each other
for so long. It was a very, very
comfortable environment.
PR: I also call it a comfortable
coalition, but what I do, I change
it up, I like comedy, I like to do it
with "K"...
JS: But, Paul, that's KKK.
PR: Oops.

JS: I realize that I belong to the
KKK, the komfortable komedy
koalition. What we like to do is
improvise, have fun and we are an
extremely racist group.
PR: If it's just about comedy we
should re-think the uniforms.
PR: Exactly. What are some of
your favorite bromantic films,
Jason, from say the '80s?
JS: Well I don't know if this is
from the '80s, but I think my fa
vorite bromantic comedy is "Mid
night Cowboy."
PR: Oh, very good yeah. I like
"Twins."
JS: "Twins" is pretty great, that's
a great buddy movie. Also, not bad
is the follow-up, Junior.
PR: Another great bromantic
comedy.
JS: "Dumb and Dumber."
PR: "Schindler's List."
Q: In real life or in the movies,
are you more experienced with
comedy or romance?
JS: I have had the most experi
ence so far with comedy. What do
I think is more difficult? I actually
think - I actually think comedy
is more difficult because in our
style of comedy you still have to
be natural and real and believable
as with a drama, and there are cer
tainly dramatic moments. But then
on top of that, you have to layer
humor and jokes. You know, it's
not like we're doing broad slap
stick comedy most of the time. So
it's the same challenges as a drama
but then with another layer of
comedy added on top, like a parfait. Yeah. Like a funny parfait.
Q: What was your favorite part
of shooting the movie in terms of
who you worked with?
JS: My favorite part of shooting
the movie was working with Paul
Rudd again. I must say it's our
third movie together and we really
- you know, it took us a while, but
we really finally get along.
PR: It was rough at first.
JS: Yeah.
PR: I feel like my answer would be
the same. It's working with Jason.
You know, we're in the same room.
And we're kind of looking at each
other now. And I want to know if
that's really - Jason, is that really
your answer? Really? Would it be
working with me really?

JS: Yeah. Absolutely. I'm already
trying to plan the next one.
Q: So you guys see yourselves
working together in another movie
in the future?
PR: Jason do you see it?
JS: Yeah. I definitely see it.
PR:What would it be?
JS: Maybe a remake of "Harold
and Maude."
PR: Which one of us is Maude?
JS: Two guesses.
PR: F*** it's me, isn't it?
JS: Of course.
Q: What's the deal with all the
male nudity? Did Judd [Apatow]
start that or did you guys?
PR:Well, I was the first to show
my dick as far as I know in a comedic sense. Can you say dick in
Texas? I think there was a dick in
"Walk Hard." But you only saw a
dick. You [Segel] kind of put dick
and face together.
JS: Put them out wrong.
PR: That - that, as soon as that
sentence left my lips.
JS: That also came out wrong. I
knew that it did...
PR: But yeah, you um, you did
that. I only went ass in "Forty Year-Old Virgin."
JS: That's right, that's right you
did.
PR: But even then that is noth
ing...let me tell you something.
Between my dick and your ass
we're pretty funny.
Q: Do you feel different walk
ing down the street knowing that
people have seen your ass?
JS: You know what, it actually
makes things more comfortable
because the girls know what they
are going to get, so there, is not
any mystery or awkward moment
where it's like yeah, this is what
I'm working with. If they want to
go out on a date they've already
checked out the goods, and on the
big screen too, which is only more
helpful.
PR: There is a chance that maybe
they got it and downloaded it on
iTunes and are watching it on their
iPod.
JS: Oh.
PR: Which would give you an
iDick.
JS: Yeah. I'm hoping the big
screen because it adds pounds.

Have I mentioned that I like
action movies, over the top vio
lence, guns and vigilante justice?
Well if you haven't, put the clues
together from my previous ar
ticles, then I'll spell it out for you.
I love it all. With that being said,
I thought "Watchmen" was amaz
ing. Typically I don't enjoy comicto-film movies because I just can't
get into the "use my powers to save
the day and get the girl" nonsense.
My one exception is Batman be
cause he is a real guy and does
not have super powers. He relies
on his wit and athletic ability, not
genetic mutations or alien citizen
ship. Like Batman, "Watchmen"
are real people that kick serious
butt. They are everyday people
who dress up in costumes to fight
crime without the bureaucratic red
tape while the media makes them
into superhuman heroes.
The film
completely tran
scended typical comic book
movies by throwing in philosophi
cal quandaries about the human
race's existence in relation to the
universe. I especially liked when
the film challenged the idea that
morality is a polarized good/bad
scale and made the viewer sort
through situations with morally
gray areas. The final reason why
I am so floored by this movie was
the use of mostly unknown actors.
These fresh faces weren't tainted
by former roles so I wasn't seeing
Seabiscuit when I was looking at
Spiderman. This may be a theme
for director Zack Snyder, who also
directed "300" with a cast of tal
ented newbies.
"Watchmen" was a very am
bitious film. It set out to make a
very complex comic come to life.
It wasn't just about saving the
day, it was about human thought,
society and how we as humans fit
within the universe. Even though
the run time was almost three
hours, I would have liked to see
more. I especially would have
liked to see more of the theoretical
commentary about time relativity
and more character development.
Lucky for me, the director's Cut
edition of the DVD will contain
120 more minutes of film. I will
most definitely be investing in
the comic book as well. I give
"Watchmen" five lightning bolts
and would happily see it again.
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Eat for cheap
at the City
Delicatessen
In the current economic
crisis, getting the most for our
buck is what we all try to achieve.
With the lure of tourists from all
over the country, choosing a place
to get a great meal for cheap can
be pretty tricky, if not impossible.
And although Denny's is great
for those late night kicks, Moons
Over My Hammy can get a little
old after a while. One of the best
places to go for a reasonable meal,
great atmosphere and cheap eats
is City Delicatessen in Hillcrest,
situated on the corner of Univer
sity and 5th Street.
City Delicatessen opened its
doors in 1984 and immediately
became a hit. For many, the lure
of City Deli is that all of the food
is made from scratch, guarantee
ing a delicious meal. The best
thing about City Deli is that you
can order anything at anytime,
making it a great place for late
night dining. The menu offers a
variety of options, including the
breakfast menu where the Hobo
Breakfast (two eggs, two pancakes
and choice of sausage or bacon)
is by far one of the most popular
dishes to order. For those wanting
a little bit more, I would suggest
trying the corned beef hash, which
is homemade and served with eggs
and potatoes, and will leave you
full for the next couple of days.
The lunch and dinner menus
are similar and offer a great se
lection to choose from. The daily
specials are always good but can
be a bit pricey. The selection of hot
sandwiches is one of the draws for
many people. Personally, I think
one of the best sandwiches is the
Meatless Reuben. It tastes just like
a regular Reuben but the meatless
patty gives it a little something
more that enhances the taste. The
regular grilled Reuben is good, but
1 would suggest the meatless.
And for those of you that
saved room for dessert, you will
be pleasantly surprised with your
options. The carrot and German
chocolate cakes are my favorite.
They are enormous and can be
shared. But for those of you look
ing for something a little less fill
ing, the rotating assorted pastries
and cookies are your best bet.
City Delicatessen's friendly
atmosphere, great food and rea
sonable prices make it a great
place to try at least once.

Casual and eclectic family-owned Soltan Banoo
brings authentic Persian flavor to University Heights
JULIE WALSH

STAFF WRITFR

Originally, I was intrigued
by the restaurant's name, Soltan
Banoo. It's fun to say and the first
word sounds extremely close to
an awesome "Aladdin" character.
However, the name is not the only
thing I look at when choosing a
new restaurant to try, but it sure
does catch your eye.
Soltan. Banoo is a familyowned restaurant started by Mahin
Mofazeli with the help of her two
daughters, Roxanne and Sanam.
She has created a menu with
healthy, authentic Persian dishes
with invigorating flavors that are
sure to wake-up your palette.
The entrance of the restaurant
may take you back to your prime
fort building years. Pull back the
curtains and enter into an area that
might resemble Mahin's living
room at home. The lights are dim
and there is a warm cozy feeling to
it. Its decor is eclectic and covered
with multi-colored different pat
terned cloths and Persian inspired
vases scattered about.
This is a favorite of many
University Heights locals and the
little place can get pretty packed.
If you are claustrophobic and do
not do well with sitting next to
random neighbors, this might not
be the best place for you.
Soltan Banoo offers creative
twists on Persian fare along with
the traditional dishes. One of their
popular starters is their pomegran
ate soup made with lentils, beans,
wheat, spinach and herbs cooked
with pomegranate juice. They also
have kebabs with your choice of

JULIE WALSH

meat cooked in mild spices and
served over basmati rice with a
pinch of saffron. Mahin jazzes
up her entrees by using typical
Persian ingredients to create an in
ventive new dish. If you are look
ing for a little adventure try one of
the specials for the day. Don't be
intimidated by all of the foreignsounding words, the friendly wait
staff will be more than happy to
help you figure out the dish that
caters to your tastes.
If you are looking for a casual
dining experience or are looking
for some take-out outside of your

for you, I was able to bring along
my half-Persian friend who, by the
looks of her plate, has given a firm
stamp of approval. For an authen
tic, flavorful Persian meal with a
twist, give Soltan Banoo a try.
Soltan Banoo
Where: 4645 Park Blvd., University
Heights
Hours: Mon-Fri Lunch: 11 a.m.-3
p.m. Dinner: 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sat 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Phone:619-298.2801
Online: soltanbanoo.com

SAN DIEGO

EVENTS
Mar 19
Ninja Love and The Focus Group with Black Hondo

8 p.m. 21+$8
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Blue Sky Blonde, Stolen & Mad Martigan

8 p.m. 21+ $8
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com
Electro Shock Fashion Show

Doors open at 7 p.m., show at 9:30pm
The Airport Lounge, 2400 India St.
Live fashion show showcasing the hottest trends of
Spring, a live DJ, goodie bags and an after party ben
efiting the Breast Cancer Foundation.
sdmodel.com
May*Star's Pop Noir & Fashion Show

City Delicatessen
Where: 535 University Ave.
Hours: Sun - Thurs: 7 a.m. - Mid
night
Fri and Sat: 7 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Phone: 619.297.2222
Online: citydeli.com

typical pizza or Chinese, Soltan
Banoo will never cease to impress.
They serve a plethora of tasty
salads and wraps with a Middle
Eastern touch. Perhaps you are
in the mood for a pizza, but are
looking for a little less marinara
and mozzarella in your life. Try a
Middle Eastern pizza or lahmacun
incorporating different ingredients
like lamb, ground beef, eggplant
and traditional spices, while still
keeping the traditional form.
I am always trying to make
sure all of my recommendations
are as authentic as possible. Lucky

Doors open at 9 p.m., show at 11:30 p.m
Static Lounge, 634 Broadway
An electro dance party presenting Reset Couture,
Thrashed, Sophistafunk Life.
sdmodel.com

Mar 20

OK Go with 10 Echo, and Jaguar Love

The Adicts, The Dickies, Billy Bones & Henchmen

8 p.m. All Ages, $15-$17.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

8 p.m. All Ages, $20-$22.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

Doors open at 8 p.m., Runway show at 10 p.m.
The Lobby Bar inside the Hardrock Hotel
Spring fashion show by Mimi & Red Boutique, Kate
Ross, and music by DJ Mike Czech & DJ Smoky.
sdmodel.com

Mar 21

9 p.m. 21+ $23/Adv, $25/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Sycuan Presents Michael Schenker Group with
Doug Doppler

8 p.m. 21+$22.50-$39.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

Mar 24

Pitbull with Dago Braves

8 p.m. All Ages, $22.50-$50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

with Sara Petite

See You Next Tuesday, Rose Funeral, Graves Of
Valor, Under The Stone & As They Burn Alive

8 p.m. 21+ $18/Adv, $20/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

7 p.m. All Ages, $10/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

Mar 22

9 p.m. 21+ $16/Adv, S18/D0S
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

8 p.m. 21+$15
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Tricky

Knights Of The Abyss & Guests

7 p.m. All Ages, $10/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

Pine Mountain Logs w/ Jasmine Commerce

H.R. of Bad Brains, Outlaw Nation, High Tide

Mar 23

Mimi & Red 2YR Anniversary Party & Fashion Show

Thirsty for Change Benefit featuring Timmy Curran w/ Alex Woodard, Astra Kelly & Holding Air

Rhett Miller (Former lead singer of The Old 97's)

Mar 25
Dan Hicks and The Hot Licks with Gayle Skidmore

8 p.m. 21+ $20/Adv, $22/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Hostage

4 p.m. 21+ $10/Adv, $20/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

If there is anything you would like to add to the calen
dar, please contact MKastner@usdvista com.
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- SIGHTS, TRENDS, & READS -

SAM SHOREY

SWF WRITER

STAFF WR1TFR

Fashion Weekly

"Wishful Drinking"

Fashion Don'ts

Carrie Fisher

"Great things are not ac
complished by those who yield
to trends and fads and popular
opinion." - Jack Kerouac
Although it's unlikely that
this beat writer was talking about
blazers or berets. Jack Kerouac
was on to something. Fashion
is the most ephemeral kind of
creation; subject to culture, aes
thetic and monetary motivation.
As a verb it means "making" or
"doing." As an art, it is constantly
being made. Fashion, by defini
tion, is constantly in transition.
That being said, how could one
ever say that something is a
"Fashion Don't?"
Fashion faux-paux are a pop
ular feature in most fashion maga
zines. They cover back pages with
cliches and censor bars, branding
the unwilling wearer. Aside from
the obvious rudeness, there is
something rudamentally wrong
in terms of Fashion Theory when
it comes to the pages' sartorial
shame. Fashion, as an art form,
not only benefits from "Fashion

MARC JACOBS
Don'ts" but requires them.
Fashion would not be a $ 150
billion dollar a year industry if
it weren't for the constant shift
ing and changing of styles and
norms. While it's nice to imagine
Tom Ford or John Galliano pining
away over a muse, a vast amount
of influence for collections is
taken from the current culture, or
rather subculture.
Groups of people who fall
outside the "normal" margins
of style bastardize and modify
historical items or current trends
in order to emphasize "other
ness." Think of the way the
classic and preppy Ralph Lauren
looked oversized and juxtaposed
on inner-city youth rapping in
the 1990s. Or how flannel, once
reserved for lumberjacks of the
Pacific Northwest, became a
mark of the music scene coming
from Seattle during the same time

period. At first these trends were
popular with people who were
considered marginal by society
because they were marginal styl
ishly as well. Those who seek to
criticize the status quo will hardly
don the duds of the fashion fol
lowers they see as droids.
Fashion, as an industry, seeks
to remain fresh. Subculture is a
fertile ground for ideas and new
trends for the exact reason it is
created: it's not like anything
currently in style. Fashion trends
that were once ridiculed are often
repackaged and sold to the very
person doing the criticizing. Odds
are you are wearing something
that was once a "Fashion Don't"
right now. You don't think so?
Are you a woman wearing
pants? Pants were popularized
during the first
women's suf
fragist movement by ladies who
refused to be confined by their

cumbersome dresses. Women's
pants were even banned in some
American towns, and anyone of
the Aristocracy would rather be
caught dead than wearing them.
Yet, before the end of the decade
the wildly popular "bloomer" was
a staple in early fashion magazines
and in women's closets alike.
What about a woman wearing
a button-down sweater? Gabrielle
"Coco" Chanel was briefly made
a social pariah for cutting and
belting a man's sweater when she
got cold at a polo match. Today
it's hard to imagine anyone criti
cizing Chanel's taste, or a simple
cardigan.
It seems that saying some
thing mean about someone's
outfit follows the same rules as
saying something mean about
someone in general. Call it CocoKarma: "what goes around comes
around." Fashionably.

Graffiti Win
CARRIE WIDDER
Aft 0 DESIGNER

86J 6 votes

FAIL
Failblog.org
Do you ever revel in other
people's failure? Do you enjoy a
chuckle at the expense of others?
Do you like pretending you're
smarter than other people? If
you're an avid checker of fmylife,
com, you probably already do all
of these things. Which is why 1
am here to offer an alternative to
yourfml needs.
Failblog.org is a simple yet
hilarious website that only serves
about one function, finding pic
tures of people or things doing
something wrong, and writing
one word: FAIL. Yes, in capital
letters.
For example, an appropriate
photo for the blog would be a shirt
that says "Year of the Dragon,"
and below it, a ferocious looking
tiger. Title? Year of the Fail. Or
another would be a child being
pushed around a grocery store with boxes covering her entire
body. Title? Shopping cart Fail.
Failblog will, at times, also
post the unexpected "win." A
win, for example, is a picture of a
bumper stickers that reads, "Guns
Don't Kill People; Drivers With
Cellphones Do." And in the front
seat of this car? A driver with a
cellphone.
There is also a section of the
website where all you do is click
"random," and true to its word,
a random FAIL will come up,
guaranteed to make you smile.
(An advertisement for seasonal
shopping with a gift toting Santa
on the front. Next to it, in large
letters, "Halloween." Right).
Even the comments will

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAILBLOG.ORG
have you cracking up, with users
commenting back to other users
pointing out their grammar mis
takes, and simply saying "Intel
lect Fail." Or something along
those lines. Users can also vote
on which FAILS go on the main
page by simply clicking a thumbs
up or a thumbs down.
The website is very simple,
but will have you going through
out your day saying randomly to
yourself, "FAIL," when you see
something that's not quite right.
For example, I am still in the
Vista office at 9:15 p.m. working
on pages on St. Pattys Day. Cel
ebration FAIL.
So check it out for a good
laugh, or send in pictures or
video that you think are failblogworthy; anything that is "fail,
pwned, or owned." Which has
me wondering if "pwned" is a
fail in itself.

Asian Cross-Dressing Fail
762 votes
Thanks to Murat for:

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAILBLOG.ORG

l hail from a home filled with
science fiction lovers and action
enthusiasts. Naturally, George
Lucas' "Star Wars" played a
crucial role during my formative
years. R2D2 and Chewbacca
pathetically enough almost seem
like childhood friends, bringing
forth a sense of nostalgia-. Most
people have encountered "Star
Wars" provided that they have not
been living under a rock for the
majority of their lives. However,
considering that "Star Wars" has
become a money making machine
it is more likely that you have had
an innumerable amount of "Star
Wars" encounters, new digitally
enhanced DVDs, PEZ Dispens
ers, shampoo, lunchboxes, etc.
For Carrie Fisher, the craziness that is her life did not start
with her role as Princess Leia in
"Star Wars." It began with her
unusual upbringing as the daugh
ter of the iconic actress Debbie
Reynolds and singer Eddie Fisher.
She describes the turbulence of
her life in her one-woman show,
"Wishful Drinking," which she
has transformed into her most
recent book of the same name.
Fisher explains her decision
to receive electroshock therapy
to treat her depression. The treat
ment often affects the memory,
so she uses "Wishful Drinking"
as a record of her memories as
they come back to her. She makes
a diagram of the complicated en
tanglements of her family's mar
riages, divorces and remarriages.
Her daughter's interest in Rhys
Todd, whose grandmother is
Elizabeth Taylor, whom Fisher's
father had once been married,
best exemplifies the complexity
of the family dynamics. When her
daughter inquires whether that
means the two are related, Fisher
replies that they are "related by
scandal."
In her writing, she remains
resolutely detached, whether she
is relating her time as a student in
London or her struggles with drug
addiction and alcoholism. She
provides a fascinating younger
picture of herself as an awestruck
girl intimidated by the voice and
presence of Cary Grant, whom
her mother and father asked on
separate occasions to speak to her
concerning some of her problems.
Unsurprisingly, her run-ins with
some of the more fanatical "Star
Wars" fans earns more than just a
few laughs.
The book reads rather con
voluted with the writer jumping
from one topic to another and
then back to the original topic at
hand, giving the impression that
this collection of anecdotes is
better suited for the stage of her
one-woman show. She sets up
questions in her writing, which
she answers almost immedi
ately so the reader will not be left
hanging, but the process quickly
becomes repetitive and tiresome.
Nonetheless, Fisher offers in
teresting stories of her eccentric
mother who got both her and her
grandmother vibrators for Christ
mas one year, tidbits of her work
for George Lucas and woes of her
romantic life.
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Toreros salvage roadtrip with Sunday win
JUSTIN SAKS
'STAFF WRITER

Superstition
Preparedness, talent, ex
ecution, and will are all key
factors for winning in sports.
But there is one aspect to vic
tory that can play a bigger role
than anything else, luck. The
idea of luck may not be on
many fan's minds when their
favorite team's biggest game
is coming up, but players and
coadhes have been clinging to
the only uncontrollable aspect
of sports since the beginning.
Many teams and players follow
the same set of imaginary rules
because of the tradition and
familiarity it brings. Many do
it to get comfortable and loose
for the game or as good luck,
but everyone in the history of
sports has proven to be super
stitious because theybelieve it
will help them win.
With many traditional teams
having been in existence for over
100 years, NCAA football is ripe
with tradition. Having longstand
ing traditions and rituals brings a
sense of pride and belonging to
the university. The University
of Michigan football team runs
under the infamous "Go Blue"
banner at every home game, a
tradition which started in 1962.
The wooden board that reads
"Play Like A Champion Today"
just over the Notre Dame stairs
from the locker room to the sta
dium is so synonomys with the
school that some say the Rev.
Edward Sorin, the universities
founding father, received the
phrase through divine interven
tion. Most likely this storied traditon came from their successful
coach Lou Holtz, but wherever it
came from, the superstition still
stands today. These are two of
the most storied powerhouses
in college football, but represent
the vast majority of seemingly
useless, unproductive rituals
that players and teams routinely
practice. On a larger scale, the
majority of football teams rang
ing from NFL to high school
teams routinely hold prayer
before a game. Many of these
players are not religious, yet no
one complains. Even in schools
where religion, through seperation of church and state, is' sup
posed to be outlawed, prayer is
routinely used.
In more individual sports,
more
unusual superstitions
shine. Almost all players in the
NBA have a specific routine
they go through before every
free throw shot. The same can be
said for players stepping up to
bat in baseball. Michael Jordan
wore his North Carolina shorts
under his Bulls uniform to try
and recreate his collegiate suc
cess, and we all know how that
worked out.
Familiar rituals, traditions,
superstitions, etc., like putting
on your favorite outfit for a night
on the town, provide comfort
and confidence that keep players
on top of their game, whether it
be in sports or at the bar. Some
may be useless, some may be
silly, but all superstitions are just.
one more potential advantage
over the competition. As they
say, sometimes being lucky is
better than being good.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Senior Sean Nicol is the Toreros' standout hitter. He leads the team
in 0BP (.423) and is second in Batting Average (.343).

The Toreros baseball team has
gotten off to a rocky start in their
2009 campaign. They were 9-9
before starting a three-game series
on Monday with Colombia Uni
versity. A banged-up pitching staff
and the loss of some key players to
professional baseball have taken
its toll on the Toreros.
The Toreros learned earlier
this week that sophomore pitcher
Sammy Solis would not be pitch
ing again this season. This is a
tough blow to Solis, who will now
use this season as his redshirt year.
This marks the second consecutive
season where the Toreros have
lost one of their starting pitchers.
Last season the Toreros lost Matt
Couch for the season, and he still
has not pitched during 2009.
The loss of lefthanders Brian
Matusz, Josh Romanski and Ricardo Pecina has been felt more
than anticipated.The current pitch
ing staff has an earned run aver
age of about five runs per game.
Compared to last year's staff, that
is over a run and a half more per
game that the Toreros allowed last
year.
The Toreros also have not
lived up to expectations on the of
fensive side of the ball as well. The
Toreros scored 19-fewer runs than
their opponents before the start of
the Colombia series. Sacramento
City College transfer Chris Engell
is leading the Toreros' offense
with a .351 batting average while
James Meador and Victor Sanchez
lead the way with 15 RBI apiece.
After losing three out of four
to San Diego State, the Toreros

went on the road to face Long
Beach State University where
they were blown out 17-3. Just
two days later it was on the road
again to Houston, Texas. Their op
ponent was one of the nation's top
teams in Rice University.
The Toreros dropped their
first two games of the series by
scores of 9-2 and 4-1. Rain post
poned the Saturday game and set
up a doubleheader for Sunday.
The weather did not cooper
ate and only one game could be
played, but the Toreros came out
victorious with a dominant 8-0
performance. Junior pitcher AJ
Griffin was on fire throwing eight
scoreless innings while picking up
the victory. Junior catcher Brian
Farris paced the offense collecting
three hits and scoring two runs.
The Toreros face Colombia
and Brown before they look to
avenge their Long Beach State
pounding when they host the Dirtbags in late March.
It is going to take better hit
ting and precise pitching to give
the Toreros a legitimate shot to
reach the College World Series in
Omaha. The Toreros have over 30
games left on the young season
and it might not be a bad thing that
they are facing adversity early on.
This might help the team in the
long run when it really matters.
As proved last year with
Fresno State, and seen almost
every year in Major League Base
ball, it is not how a team starts a
season but how they finish. A hot
streak down the stretch in May
might be all the Toreros need
to turn a rough start into a great
finish.

Orleans Arena hosts WCC Tournament for first time
RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS FDITOR

The Orleans Arena hosted
first-ever WCC Basketball Con
ference in Las Vegas. The only
problem was that during the
preview it was hockey season.
The hockey ring was still set up,
giving those attending just a small
preview of what was to come in
March.
The Orleans Arena is located
inside of the Orleans Hotel. When
you enter the hotel, you are greet
ed by the typical flashing Vegas
lights. Inside the hotel there are
multiple restaurants, including
a TGI Fridays located right by
the arena. If you are looking for
a quick bite to eat or a couple of
drinks before the game TGIF has
24-hour service along with great
discounts.
The arena is nestled in the
back of the hotel and if you are
not into the Vegas casino scene,
you can easily just enter the arena
through the back. The casino and
arena are connected by a long
hallway, which featured a team
flag for all of the WCC teams. En
tering the arena was a breeze, as
was getting a ticket for the games.
If you wanted a student ticket, it
was only $10 for a men's game
ticket and $5 for women's.
The basketball set-up in this
arena makes you feel like you are
at an NCAA Tournament game.
The arena is larger than most

0RLEANSARENA.COM

The Orleans Arena was the first neutral site for the WCC Tournament in its history. The majority of the
WCC crowd that attended felt that this was a great success and look forward to returning next year.

WCC arenas (9,000 plus seats),
and also offered better amenities
to both students and media.
The WCC fans were out in
full-force during this tournament,
with the Gonzaga fans really
taking over the arena.
There were booths that con
tained WCC merchandise from
every team. The food at the arena
was very good. They had anything
from the basics (cheeseburger,
french fries, chicken sandwich),
to the unique (chocolate-covered

almonds, Italian ice, Cajun food).
The arena does have its flaws.
First, the scoreboard is located
right behind one of the baskets,
which can distract a free throw
shooter. The arena solved this
problem by turning off the score
board when someone was shooting
free throws. Second, the lighting
in the arena was erratic. Multiple
times during the game, the lights
would go from dark to bright, and
back to dark again.
Though the Toreros were

unable to come home with their
second straight WCC Champion
ship, Torero fans can take solace in
the fact that they will have a great
arena to attend over the coming
years for the WCC Tournament.
Though the current contract
is a multi-year deal, the confer
ence has an opt out clause after
this year. Odds are the WCC will
most likely honor the contract,
giving Torero fans an opportunity
to watch their Toreros in Sin City
for years to come.
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WCC Tournament Wrap-Up
Lady Toreros win three in a row, but eventually fall to Bulldogs in finals
DARREN FEENEY

STAFF WRITFR

Before the season started and
USD head coach Cindy Fisher
readied her group for season play,
the sixth seed was not the path
the Toreros envisioned taking in
order to return to the West Coast
Conference Tournament cham
pionship. But as ESPN anchor
Chris "Boomer" Berman often
says, "That's why they play the
games."
The women's basketball team
rallied from 12 points behind with
13:21 remaining to defeat seventhseeded San Francisco 73-64 in the
opening round of the WCC tour
nament at the Orleans Arena in
Las Vegas.
In their effort to defend last
year's thrilling WCC Tournament
title, it appeared as if the Toreros
were going to fall victim of a first
round upset. But the senior frontcourt tandem of Kiva Herman and
Amber Sprague were not going to
let that happen.
Herman scored 14 of her
game-high 20 points in the final 13
minutes, among them a conven
tional 3-point play that brought
USD to within one at 57-56. The
Toreros (19-13) seized the lead for
the first time at 61-59 when Sam
Child drained a 3-pointer with
4:30 to play, part of an 11-0 USD
run over the final five minutes.

"Credit San Francisco (7-22)
for playing extremely well and
making it a hard-fought game,"
Fisher said. "But [Herman and
Sprague] decided this game was
our game no matter what. They
put us on their backs and carried
us and did an amazing job."
Sprague finished
with 14
points and 14 rebounds.
Playing the role of come
back kids yet again, the Toreros
advanced to the semifinal round
after taking care of third-seeded
Pepperdine 76-69.
Herman was at it again, tying
a career-high 30 points on 12-of-16
shooting to go along with Morgan
Henderson's 16 points.
Trailing by 11 points two min
utes into the second half, USD uti
lized defensive pressure to spark a
10-0 run over a five-minute period.
Henderson was exceptional from
the free-throw line throughout the
run, finishing 10-for-10 from the
stripe.
"It was an amazing effort by
this group to really dig in and play
great team defense, especially in
the second half," Fisher said.
One win away from their
second straight appearance to the
WCC Tournament final against
Gonzaga (26-6), who defeated
Loyola Marymount 74-63 in the
earlier semifinal, the second-seed
ed Portland Pilots were the only
team left standing in the Toreros'

trail
But the Toreros were not to
be denied. Behind a career-high
20 points from freshman point
guard Dominique Conners and an
other 22 point performance from
Herman, the Toreros advanced to
the championship with a 74-64
victory.
"To have a freshman point
guard, in view of what we've done,
is amazing," Fisher said. "There's
a heavy load on her, and you've
got to give her a lot of credit for
how she has handled it."
Herman's 72 point total gave
her the WCC Tournament record
in just three games, exceeding the
previous record of 67 by Santa
Clara's Michelle Cozad in 2005
and 2006.
"The focus, for myself and
the team, was just to get in the
championship game and get an
other WCC Championship," said
Herman.
But having overcome doubledigit deficits in three straight
games, the fatigue of four games
in four days took its toll as Gon
zaga downed San Diego 66-55.
Gonzaga made a 9-2 run
midway through the second half
and never looked back to pull
away from the Toreros, who after
losing seven out of their last 11
regular season games became the
lowest-seeded team to make the
final since the conference expand

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Freshman Dominique Connors shoots against St. Mary's. USD ad
vanced to the WCC Tournament finals, but lost to Gonzaga 66-55.

ed to eight teams in 1995.
Herman concluded an excep
tional tournament with 23 points,
expanding her tournament scoring
record to 95 points.
"I can't say enough about

Kiva and the rest of this group for
the effort they put forth throughout
this run," Fisher said."They never
stopped believing, never stopped
playing, and I am very proud to be
their coach."

Men's basketball ends disappointing season with blowout loss to Santa Clara
DARREN FEENEY
STAFF WRITFR

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Roberto Mafra scored 10 of his 14 points in the second half, but it
was not enough to advance the Toreros to the finals.

It was halftime of the open
ing round of the West Coast
Conference Tournament. The
fifth-seeded Toreros headed into
the locker room trailing 31-28 to
eighth-seeded Loyola Marymount,
expecting a somewhat typical but
assertive lecture from head coach
Bill Grier. But Grier allowed a
certain individual to precede him
in an effort to corral his troops.
One can call it a "pep talk," as
did senior Gyno Pomare. Or you
can label it a "rear-end chewing"
in the same way as Grier saw it.
Either way, the halftime discourse
of injured point guard Brandon
Johnson had its impact as play
resumed in the second half.
Playing with greater inten
sity and determination, San Diego
(16-15) held Loyola Marymount
(3-27) to 10 points for the first 16
minutes of the second half, led
by as many as 11 points, and pre
vailed 62-56 at the Orleans Arena
in the opener of the West Coast
Conference Tournament.
As play transpired in the first
half, shades of a Feb. 12 loss in
Los Angeles, the Lions' first con
ference win, seemed to be reap
pearing.
"We were sloppy (11 turn
overs), not aggressive, and the
effort wasn't there," Grier said
of the first 20 minutes. "After
Brandon spoke, I challenged them
about what kind of heart they had
and what kind of competitors they
were."
San Diego appeared careless
on the defensive end, failing to
contain freshman Kevin Young,
exploding for 16 first half points
on baseline drives, including four
dunks.

"We knew we weren't playing
hard enough, and after [Johnson]
talked to us, we came out with a
little more fire," Pomare said.
Grier started the "TwinTowers" alignment of 6-foot-9inch center Roberto Mafra, who
scored 10 of his 14 points in the
second half, alongside 6-foot8-inch Pomare (14 points, eight
rebounds). Both were integral
parts of limiting Young to just four
points in the second half.
"I've been telling the team,
this time of year it's not about
how pretty you play, it's all about
advancing," Grier said. "Because
you lose and you're done."
The Toreros advanced to the
quarterfinals to square off against
Santa Clara. After winning three
straight contests against the Bron
cos by a total of 11 points dating
back to last season, the teams
split the regular season meetings
this year with each winning on
the other's home court. But the
only previous tournament meeting
between the two schools, Santa
Clara's 82-48 rout of the Toreros
in the opening round in 2004,
proved to be the better forecast of
what would take place.
Behind a 24 point and WCC
Tournament single-game record
27 rebounds from 6-foot-11-inch,
270-pound center John Bryant,
the WCC Player of the Year, Santa
Clara put an end to the Toreros
season and advanced to the semi
finals against top-seeded Gonzaga
with an 80-69 victory.
Grier
expected
another
"grinding" game, reminiscent of
the four previous between the two
teams, but that expectation was
short-lived.
"1 thought they just came
out with better energy to start the
game," Grier said. "I think we let

them get comfortable on the of
fensive end, but the big difference
was Bryant. I have never seen 17
rebounds in a half, let alone 27 in
a game."
"Win-or-go-home tournament
type atmosphere," Bryant, whose
next stop is probably the NBA,
said of his motivation. "As a
senior, I did not want my season to
end. I wanted to go out there and
do what we needed to do to win,
and that was to rebound."
Mafra had six of USD's points
as San Diego took a 12-11 lead
seven minutes into the game. But
the Toreros shot 37.9 percent (8for-25) and were destroyed 26-8
on the boards in the first half.
Rob Jones finished with 15
of his 20 points and six of his 10
rebounds in the second half as San
Diego cut the lead to 44-37 with 15
minutes remaining, but that was a
close as the Toreros would get.
The 14th nationally-ranked
and top-seeded Gonzaga Bulldogs
prevailed, achieving an unmatched
10th WCC tournament title with a
95-53 thrashing of Santa Clara in
the semi-final and 83-58 victory
over St. Mary's in the final.
USD bids farewell to seniors
Pomare and Danny Brown, but an
ticipate the return of point-guard
catalyst Brandon Johnson, who
seeks a medical redshirt allowance
after suffering a season-ending
injury in December.
"As our team gets older I
think we'll be more mentally
prepared for games," Jones said.
"A lot of these games we've lost,
we've come out flat. I think next
year we'll come out with our game
face on and be ready to play with
everyone stepping up with more
consistency."
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